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King remembered
See story, Page B-1
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Flu
strikes
area
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By Chip Miller
Copy editor
Winter-like weather has returned
and the flu "bug" has struck, bringing misery to many university
students.
Dr. Frederick Gibbs. director of
Student Health Services at the
university, said the flu began before
the Christmas break.
"It really began about two weeks
before the break so much of the flu
was taken home with the students,"
Gibbs said He added the number of
flu patients after break seems to be
lees which "impose that the worst
of the flu season is behind us."
Gibbs said there has been 69 cases
treated at the infirmary since
December and there were 192 all of
last year.
Typically the flu season lasts from
November until around April.
Gibbs said the flu epidemic would
probably last another few weeks.
While a vaccine is available,
Gibbs said by the time most people
exhibit symptoms it's usually too
late for the vaccine. Some of the
symptoms include fever, headache,
muscle aches and pain, chills and a
general feeling of weakness. Other
symptoms include cough, sore
throat and a runny or stuffy nose.
"The vaccine is a preventive
measure." He said it takes a person's body sround 10 days to build
up immunity after being vaccinated,
so giving the vaccine after the first
sign of the symptoms is too late.
Gibbs said assgMtadlBWi an antiviral drug, is prescribed in order to
prevent anyone from contacting the
flu, but thia drug only works about
as long as it takes for the body to
build up the immunity for the vaccine and again is only a preventive
measure.
He said after anyone has the usual
symptoms really the only thing left
to do ia to go to bed and take plenty of fluids. Many people take over(See AREA, Page A-9)
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Hilltopper stoppers
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Tyrone Howard, left, and Nelson Davie celebrate the Colonels' upset v.ctory over Western
Kentucky Jan. 7 at Alumni Coliseum. The Colonels edged their cross-state rivals 68-66 on Ben
Phillips' basket with three seconds to play. See story, page B-6.

Fountain thrown

Vandals strike in men's halls
By Darenda Dennis
Managing editor
A water fountain was thrown from a third
floor window of Mattox Hall in midNovember and floor residents have been
assessed $329.94 for the labor and costs of
s replacement.
Vandalism in men's residence halls contributes 60 to 60 percent of the total
maintenance costs for the university. According to Julian Igleheart, assistant director
to Physical Plant, vandalism in women's
halls is so slight that it's "not worth mentioning"
During December of 1986 and January of
1987 the most popular item vandalized in
halls were trash chutes. Igleheart said a rash
of instances involving concrete blocks being
thrown down trash chutes has caused a
substantial amount of work orders from

men's hall directors for repairs.
Igleheart said many residents bring the
concrete blocks into their rooms to build
bookshelves and to build bed lofts. At the
end of the semester many don't want to
carry them back out, so they hurl them down
the trash chutes.
This causes extensive damage to the
doors, bottoms and sides of the chutes. In
addition, fires are set in the chutes which
destroy the tin liners along the walls.
"These things run in cycles like changes
of the moon," Igleheart said. Last semester
there were several instances of vandalism involving broken windows and glass.
"We consider these emergency items and
try to get them repaired as soon as possible."
he said of the windows.
In these emergency cases, Igleheart said
the repair is usually made within four hours.
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Senate votes
• t wn motion
to kill office
By Terri Martin
Editor
In its Monday meeting, members
of the Faculty Senate defeated a
proposal which proposed the
abolishment of the university's Office of Affirmative Action.
The proposal recommended the
current university-wide Affirmative
Action Committee be renamed the
Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity Committee.
The committee's responsibilities
would include supervision of university equal employment programming and handling related complaints: a responsibility now handled by the affirmative action office.
"The committee would be upgraded and made more visible on campus
and achieve complete responsibility
of equal employment opportunities
on campus," said budget committee
member Marijo LeVan of the College of Natural and Mathematical
Sciences.
This upgrading was to include the
addition of the university's director
of personnel and assistant vice
president of academic affairs to the
new committee.
Other committee members would
include the director of minority affairs, university counsel, two
representatives from the tenured
faculty, two representatives from
non-teaching professional staff and
two representatives of student
employees appointed by university
President
Dr.
H.
Hanly
Funderburk.
According to the proposal, the
committee would work with the
director of minority affairs in gaining and retaining minority personnel, would monitor university progress in that area and investigate
any
complaints
regarding
discrimination.
Upon abolishment of the Office of
Affirmative Action, Rebecca Edwards, director of the office, would
return to teaching while the office
secretary could be placed in another
university clerical position.
According to the committees proposal, these changes would save
over $40,000 a year in salaries and
operating expenses.

Dr. Glen Kleine, s senator from
the College of Applied Arts and
Technology, said budget committee
members felt this office was a place
budget cuts could be made.
"When we met as a committee we
began looking for places to cut the
fat." Kleine told the senate. "Thia
office ia not mandated; positions are
available for personnel already
there. We simply wanted to suggest
a course of action to you."
Funderburk agreed with the suggested course of action, but said he
was not ready to act on the
proposal.
"It has been my long-range plan
to see that the affirmative action office and the minority affairs office
are phased out," Funderburk said
"If we're doing what we should be
doing, we don't need these things.
I'm not sure if we're ready for this,
but it's my long-range plan."
Funderburk said cutting the
minority affairs office, along with
the affirmative action office, would
result in a savings of $200,000 in
salaries and operating expenses for
the university.
The Office of Minority Affairs
currently has an annual operating
budget of $160,000, according to
Director of Minority Affairs
Michael Elam.
He added be was not ready to act
on the proposal immediately from a
"management point of view," but be
was in favor of the suggestion. "It's
headed in the right direction,''
Funderburk said
Edwards said she was made
aware of the proposal, but never
(See PROPOSAL. Page A-6)
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if the parts are in stock. Otherwise, a twoday layover can be expected on the repairs.
One of the more costly acts of vandalism
comes from one tiny drop of Crazy Glue placed into the lock of a key hole. The only way
to repair it is to replace the entire lock at $35
to $60 each.
Elevators, ceiling tile and light fixtures are
other items vandalized. Elevator switch
panels, which instruct the car to make stops
on individual floors are often destroyed, as
well as burning holes into the walls.
Ceiling tile panels in residents' rooms are
often destroyed by vandals who take the end
of a broom handle and punch holes into
them. Light fixtures are another problem
area which must be frequently repaired ..
Replacing doors is another problem that
gets expensive. "I don't know what it is, but
(KM VANDALISM. Page A-6)

Air Force funds officer training
By Terr! Martin
Editor
The United States Air Force has
awarded an $800,000 grant to the
university for training Air Force
police officials.
The grant, to be shared by the
university's Department of Police
Administration and Department of
Safety, Prevention and Loss, will
provide funding for two six-week
PAD U.S. Air Force Training
courses a year for senior noncommissioned officers and regular
officers.
Dr. Larry Gainee, chairman of the
police administration department,
said the trainees will be awarded

graduate credit for participation in
the course.
Course curriculum will include
rlannoo in management, criminal
theory, deviancy, corrections, police
operations and family problems
such as alcoholism and child and
spouse abuse.
Gainee said university and Air
Force officials met this week to
discuss curriculum requirements.
Until now this program has been
held at the University of Southern
California in Los Angeles,
Games said university officials used the USC curriculum ss s guide in
establishing their course structure
for the program.

"We modeled the curriculum after
USC. but we felt it had some
overlap," Gainee said
Gainee said the curriculum is not
yet finalized and some changes may
still occur.
Gainee said the majority of the
courses will by taught by university personnel, while others wfll be led
by other experts in the field.
University instructors will add
the training responsibility to their
asJjMfjg class loads. "I'm scheduling the whole thing sround what
they are doing now," Gainee said.
Instructors' salaries will come
from the $800,000 grant.
According to Gainee. the Air
i

Force initially agreed to a five-year
contract with the university.
After that time, the contract will
be reviewed annually by Air Force
officials.

Gainee said the two departments
went through a lengthy process to
secure the grant 'Air Force officials
reviewed qualifications of faculty
and facilities and decided to award
the contract to us," Games said "It
will be a fairly intense high level
training course."
Gainee said officers who will come
from all over the United States to
participate in the training will be
housed in a local motel.
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Walking the line

Pro r

o «~ p^to/Rodney Ron

As temperatures rose into the 50s this week, Donald Justice,
a freshman biology major from Corbm, found walking through
Powell Plaza a pleasant experience.
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Budget ideas
harm students
Juat when Kentucky is working its hardest to improve
education. President Reagan
seems to have placed education
low on his list of priorities.
Reagan's budget proposal for
fiscal year 1988 includes a $1.2
billion reduction in student
financial aid.
This 24 percent cut includes
reducing College Work Study
programs by $592 million.
Pell Grant proposals call for
maximum grants of $2,100 and
makes students with family incomes of over $20,000 ineligible.
Also Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants for
undergraduates are planned to
be cut $412.6 million.
University students can take
one look at their spring semester
bill and know that education
costs are always increasing.
Figures indicate these budget
cuts would eliminate aid to more
than 2 million American
students and perhaps make it
impossible for them to attend a
university at all.
Kentucky seems to be making
a strong effort at this time to
improve both secondary and

higher education.
Through utility billings, Project Second Chance '87 provides
adults with General Education
Development (GED) certificate
sample questions and information on taking the high school
equivalency test.
This service is obviously needed as Kentucky leads the nation
in adult education with only 53
percent of Kentuclrians possessing a high school diploma or its
equivalent.
Also, Kentucky's colleges are
redefining curriculums and
minimum requirements for incoming freshman students.
These requirements outline
basic English, history, science
and
math
requirements
necessary for admittance to a
state school.
It seems ironic that just when
Kentuclrians have finally placed
a high value on education, the
administration seeks to cut its
funding so severely that over 2
million students will be effected.
Kentucky has finally given
education high priority; apparently, the administration
doesn't share the feeling.

Semester tests
freshman class
Congratulations to the returning members of the freshman
class.
They've made it through their
first semester and have returned for a second. That's more
than many first-year college
students can say.
As students begin spring
semester studies at the university, chances are they'll notice
one thing is different; fewer
students are on campus.
Those who remain will find
they can secure parking places
in Alumni Coliseum (for once),
private residence hall rooms
abound.
The old "Survival of the Fittest" rule has eliminated some
freshman students and others
as well.
The spring semester is the
time when all the students who
came to Richmond just to party aren't returning; Mom and
Dad aren't willing to foot the bill
for another semester when
students only get a 2.0 GPA in
return.

Instead of continuing their
"education," failing students
tend to stay home, perhaps to
recuperate from a semester's
worth of Thursday nights at the
No. 30 party school.
Regardless of the cause,
weaker students, or strong
students who choose to hit
downtown instead of the books,
don't last long.
It isn't that classes at the
university are more demanding
than at other state schools; it's
that students, especially new
students, sometimes lack the
tendency to stick to studying instead of guzzling beers.
It's all a matter of priorities.
Perhaps those students who
aren't returning didn't realize
that academics is the whole
reason for attending college.
Although other benefits can
be gained by college attendance,
the main goal is a degree.
Coming to college for any
other reason would be as silly
as . .. starting a semester's
classes on a Thursday.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages iu readers to writ* a
latter to the editor on any topic
Letters submitted for publication should be addrsaaad to the
newspaper and must contain the
author's sdnYaai and telephone
Lettere muat include the
author* signature Carbon
copies, photocopies and letters
with Ulegibs* signatures will not
Unsigned letter* win not be
The Eastern Progress routinely condenses letters before
publication; however, grammar
and punctuation will not be
changed in a letter.
The Eastern Progress usee its
own judgment to determine if a
letter is libdous or in poor taste
and reserves the right to reject
any letter*.

Letter* should be typed and
double spaced. They should also
be no longer than 260 words
(about one and one half pages.)
Toe Eastern Progress also
gives i sedate an opportunity to
express n»ore detailed opinions in
a column catted "Your turn."
These columns should be in the
form of an editerisl Those interested in writing a "Your turn"
should contact the editor before
submitting an article.
Letters should be mailed or
brought to The Eastern Prograss, 117 Donovan Annex,
Eastern Kentucky University,
40476.
The deadlne for submitting a
letter for a specific issue is noon
on Monday prior to Thursday's
publication.
Letters will be used in accordance with available space

x
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Computers bring confusion
Computers and other electronic
gadgets have always intimidated
me and I'm not really sure why.
There's just something about trying to communicate with an electronically charged box rather than
a warm body with eara and a mouth
that truly disturbs ma
Since childhood I have been actively interested with the mechanics
of cars and trucks and the whole
deal of what makes it all work.
So what's the problem you might
ask? Well I'm as clueleea about the
whole mess as my father. He just
can't comprehend my overwhelming
fear of computers. It's always been
the area of study that my Dad has
imagined for me. When I started college he insisted I major in some

Oarenda
Dennis
form of the m+«»K«iifrf|i monster.
I, of course, went as far away from
the field as I possibly could and ma
jored in journalism. But I suppose
my major supports my strongest
argument against all elae: I
thoroughly enjoy people, and I
prefer them between times over
black screens with limited

capabilities.
I mean you only get from
machines what you put into them.
Now that's a scary thought!
Par goodness sake, even a simple
radio with an slat 11 unk channel
selector throws me off guard
Even though there are hundreds
of you computer whixes out there,
I know that I am not alone in my
phobia of computers.
Just the other day I had two instructors admit to the same inhibitions. I took comfort in that these
people hsd "made it" alright
without the power of the disk.
So I told you (or wrote you,
whichever you prefer) I got into
journalism to totally alleviate the
whole mess. Well, guess what?

I had to come back even earlier
from Christmas break than most of
you to undergo, what elae, computer
training.
The Progress got new computer
terminals just before the holidays
and we had to learn the ins and outs
of the whole deal To be honest, I
just got comfortable with the old
system, and I've been here two
years.
But surprisingly I did live
through the experience healthy and
of sound mind and body.
The new buttons and programs
don't click into my mind as easily
as second nature, but I do take good
legible notes and it's saved my coworkers quite a few headaches.

In other words
To the editor:
Graduates displeased

Deck, Dr. Bogus, Dr. Myers, Steve
Schillfarth (president of Student
Association), Jim Aquaviva (vice
president of Student Association),
Micky Lacy and the rest of the people who helped make all of this
possible!
Congratulations for hard work
and dedication into making Eastern
Kentucky University a matter of
pride!
Chria O'Brien

We are outraged! We just returned from what should have been one
of the best times of our lives - our
college graduation. Instead, we are
greatly disappointed!
The event was scheduled for 7:00
to 8:30 p.m. We arrived at 8:05 p.m.
to find the room designated for the
Department of Education empty no dean, no faculty, no diploma
covers, no recognition after four and Instructor responds
a half years of studies and hard
An astute Kentucky politician
work.
once offered this observation
How could the administration
allow an event of this importance (at regarding public response to issues,
least to us) to end earlier than the "No one is usually offended unless
announced, and printed time? la an his ox is gored." Well, in Jeff
hour and a half too much of your Perkins' letter to the editor in the
December 11, 1986 issue of The
time to give to the students that
Eastern Progress my ox was gored
deserve this recognition?
And respond I must.
Is it true, Dean Barr, that you
Mr. Perkins' reference to alteradismissed the faculty at 8 p.m.?
tions
in the script for "A Chorus
Jonl Marie Naiaer
Line" is used to illustrate his point
Diane Elder Cox that "administrators" are responsible for keeping Eastern "conserWeight room improved
For a long time, we have criticiz- vative, resistant to change and ined the so called: "Soviet Polit- active." First let me inform the
bureau" reputation that this school readers that it is routine for direchas for making improvements on tora of a play to adapt scripts, makcertain things for the school. Well ing cosmetic changes of dialogue
at the same time I agree with that which for some reason don't fit, i.e.
when we criticize, we should also dated language, stilted dialogue,
hand out praise when and where it etc Mr. Tracy, the director of "A
Chorus Line," did so. I am told by
is due.
I work out regularly in the Begley the cast members, however, that the
weight room and for a long time the changes were minor and that the
machines, weights and all of the delightful verb which Mr. Perkins is
pads needed fixing. Well, when we so enamored with was left in at least
got back after Christmas break lo once. If you were fortunate enough
and behold the weight room had to see "A Chorus Line" you probbeen almost completely renovated ably noted several other instances
and new machines and everything of spicy language which, I'm sure,
was repadded! All our highest some individuals considered questhanks go out to Dr. Jennings, Dr. tionable They were left in. But

again, passages were omitted or left
intact st the discretion of the director, not s board of censors made up
of the Chairman of the Department,
the Dean of the College and the
President of the University. No, we
do not have a morals tutor in the
Department of Speech and Theatre
Arte.
But the main issue I take with
Mr. Perkins' letter is its thrust: that
administrators at Eastern keep it
backward and provencial or at least
have s "chilling effect" on pro-

gressism. I can speak only as a
faculty member in the College of
Arte and Humanities, but from that
perspective I can emphatically ssy
nothing could be farther from the
truth. Let's start with the President
of the University. In s recent interview, President Funderburk
reassured me of his ongoing commitment to srademic freedom, not
simply in the classroom, but also in
the area of artistic expression
(See LETTERS, Page A-4)
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Holiday stirs thoughts
By Basil Halliday
If I could have the privilege of
shouting a voice that could be heard
from border to border of thia nation.
I would cry: "Black people - wake
up! The emancipation which was
given you waa only an opportunity.
Reel emancipation liee in your own
intellectual effort! "and I alao would
cry: "White people - wake up! A
race U beginning to stir beneath
your feet and demand a place in the
sun -ita place mind you. not yours.'
For the earra.nl Mum in the hiatory
of thia nation, we will honor and
remember a peace-maker, a
messenger of non-violence- a drum
major for juatica, love and
righteousness, but more importantly, a man who had the vision to aee
what waa wrong and the guts to
speak out against it. I am convinced that there is a crisis within the
33 and under age group of black
America.
To put it bluntly, we are not far
removed from being "gutless
wonderera," for it behooves me to
think that we have gotten so caught
in the narrow confines of individualistic greed and selfishness
that we are guilty of working to our
own demiea
It seems that we are mindless of
the struggles of our forefathers.
We've forgotten that before
Cadillac*, there were cotton fields;
that before condominiums there
were and still are slums.
More importantly, we have
forgotten that the struggle is not
over. It seems that even though the
markings on the dollar aay "In God

Your turn
We Trust,' we've changed it to
"Win if you can, loose if you must.
but always cheat."
And indeed we are cheating
ourselves. Instead of cotton fields,
it'a now football fields and basket
ball courts. Feverishly, we sing of
the day whan "we shall overcome,"
but I believe the key to overcoming
is getting educated in fields that will
allow positioning to make positive
changes.
The complete education givee not
only the now of concentration but
worthy objectives on which to concentrate. It will, ultimately,
transmit not only to the accumulated knowledge of the race
but alao the accumulated experience
of social living.
Power is the ability to take what
you want and leave what you don't
want. True power is that power that
you take, not that which is given to
you.
We have all heard of hundreds of
reasons for the plight of black people. I feel that the major reason why
more progress is not being made is
that "too often we don't look
beyond the things that divide us to
recognise the common ground that
is ours."
We must remember "that commitment is what transforms a promise into reality. It is the words
that apeak boldly of your intentions
and the actions louder than words.
It is making the time when there is
time, year after year. Commitment
is the stuff character is made of: the

CROWE'S FEATS

power to change the face of things.
It is the daily triumph of integrity
over skepticism " Desperately, we
need a commitment; not just in
words, but we neod to act together.
After over 16 years of effort by
Dr. King's family, countless supporters, members of congress, civil
rights and religious groups, President Ronald Reagan signed H. R.
Act 3706, Section 6103 A of the U.S.
Code, Title 6 designating the third
Monday of January of every year.
starting Jan. 20, 1966, as the federal
legal holiday honoring the birthday
of Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr.
This holiday should serve aa a
time for all Americans to reflect on
the principles of social equality and
non-violent social change.
Unfortunately, there are still
those among us who believe in the
"white
supremacy"
as
demonstrated by the lack of desire
to have the university officially
recognize that day aa a legal national holiday.
We cannot and must not allow
these "individuals" to further erode
progress that we mads. Ws must
continue to struggle, struggle,
struggle. We must remember that
"when evil man plot, good man must
plan. Where evil men would seek to
perpetuate an unjust status quo,
good men must seek to bring into
being s real order of justice."
We cannot gain equality if for
every one of us that reaches maturity, three of us die aa infanta. We
have to help each other, not as a
matter of choice, but aa a matter of
imperative. We cannot afford to be
misdirected by trivial issues such as
the Buckwheat controversy when
there are countless issues being ignored in some cases, unfortunstely,
by those who were hired to represent us. Issues such aa the number
of black faculty and administrators
and affirmative action are just
drops in the bucket.
I find it appalling that even at this
late date - four school days prior to
the holiday - no official action in
regard to advertising or public announcements concerning the holiday have been mentioned by
anyone, not even our Office of
Minority Affairs.
It wsa agreed to in writing and
signed by Ugh ranking officials of
the university that "educational
programs designed to increase
awareness and appreciation for the
teachings of Dr. King will be conducted on campus."
Where are those programs? Being
black does not equate being stupid.
The time has come for the black
middle claaa to rise from its stool of
indifference, to retreat from its
flight into unreality and to bring its
heart, its mind and its checkbook to
the aid of the lees fortunate brother.
Remember, if we can take an active part in "Living the Dream,"
than our living will not be in vain;
but nothing great has aver been accomplished without willsiaiasiii and
effort.

Classifieds
WANTED: Valentine employee* and
dsevery people. Apply m person at Jackie's
Baaoons a Dos*. University Strapping

COUNSELORS: Summer boys' resident
camp In Berkshire Mountara-West. Mast.
High salary, o-avel aaowance for students
who love Mat and have skis that they can
teach. Waterfront. saNng. tennis, soccer.
basketball, baseball, archery. LaCrosse.
bicycling, on campus Interviews to be held
on: Feb. 9th. Jones BUg.. Jones-319.
10:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M. Send for applicauon now to: Camp Winadu. 5 Gten Lane.
Mamaroneck. NY I0S43.9I4-38I-S983.

BEAUTY CONTESTANTS! WIN CASH
SCHOLARSHIPS! Miss Kentucky Venus
Pageant wfl be March 29th In LouisvMe.
For information write: Anns Lobe or
France* Ashar. 1815 Gardner Lane No.
52. Loulsvae. KY 40205 S02-456-2344
or 502-451-6111

SUN YOUR BUNS FOR FREE!!!!!!!'
LUV TOURS ■ actively searching for Individual*, group*, fraternities, dub* etc..
to join our SPRING-BREAK getaways.
Our group leader* receive FREE TRIPS.
COMMISSIONS. AND EXCELLENT
MARKETING AND SALES EXPERIENCE
FOR RESUMES. H you are outgoing,
energetic, and LUV aprirgbreak. please
check us out: Daytona Beach from $99.
R. Laudardde from S129. and Key West
only $165. Call now toll
1-600-368-2006. A»k for Wren.

free

WANTED:
Part-time
wtorurVeuneyrecepoonot positions Must
have exceaam phone marmsr. Some computer skis*. Day. evening, and weekend
shifts Flexible hour*. Apply In person:
Phoenix Product*. 207 N Broadway.
Bare*. Kentucky 40403
WANTED: Part-time position* available'
Fiberglass manufacturing Flexible hour*.
Day. evening, and weekend shift*. Apply
in person: Phoenix Product*. 207 N
Broadway. Berea. Kentucky 40403
WANTED: Earn $480 weakly - $60 per
hundred envelops* stuffed. Guaranteed.
Home workers needed for company proiect stuffing envelopes and assembling
materials Send «tampsd *aM addressed
envelope to )BK MAILCOMPANY P O.
Box 25-55 Castaic. CaHfomia 91310

Centar
WANTED: COLLEGE STUDENTS INTERESTED IN EARNING A FREE
SPRING BREAK IN THE BAHAMAS'
CALL CAMPUS TOURS. INC. AT (30S)
523-TOUR
WANTED: Student organization needed
for marketing project. Make up to
$600.00 per week. Cal I-800-592-2121.
Atk for Tracy.

P

«£L
JANUARY SALE: 2040 percent off
selected merchandise - Jackie's Balloons
6 Dot*. University Shopping Center
FOR SALE: 1976 Plymouth Volar* Stationwagon, ttickihlft. Runs good.
623-9129
BICYCLE REPAIRS on al makes part* and
accessories. Ross 6 Concord dealer, Richmond Supply. Inc. 623-1398
i

2 liter

88*

1 lb

88*

RC, Diet Rite,
Diet RC.Cherry RC

16 oz

$1.49
RC.Diet Rite Diet RC.Cherry RC

TOMBSTONE
PIZZA

2 FOR
Candy Bars
Standard sue favorites from
M&M/Mars. Hershey's.
Nestle, and more

$1

Hi-Dri Towels
Saiga) absorbent rots Limit 4.

$1.79

9*

HUSMAN
NIUY 4 on
<> ONE Fill I
> sw sltue lw
«_. attms

4 pack

Maxell
Videocassettes
Beta L-750or VHS T-;20.
regular grade. Reg 5 99

ADVIL

Planters Peanuts
Bonus size 28 8 oz salted
or 30 oz
rrUMtari

unsalted

dry

SIN EX

$1.39
REACH

LONG ACTION TOOTHBRUSHES
NASAL SPRAY

Buy 2 For
$2.29 And
Get One Free

$3.29 $2.59
OREO

OR
DOUBLE STUFF

PRINGLES

COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE

20 oz

$2.00 $1.09
WESTOVER MILK
Homo or 2%
V. Q-llon

DOUBLE
COUPON

ANITA'S BRIDAL BOUTIQUE Southern HWs Plaza, has your wedding
gown! Many styles to choose from, plus
complete accessories. 624-2200

WANTED: Psychology Services Director
In 80-bed accredked MR/DD fadfcy. «|s>

Up To 50*

bte for certification in Kentucky Salary
based on experience, homing available,
excellent fringe. Contact Personnel,
OUTWOOD ICF-MR Dawton Springs.
KY 42406. 502-797-3771. EOE

BOTTLED RC

WANTED: SPRING BREAK JAMAICA
Project Manager needed. FREE vacation
ptu* $$$. 1400-237-2061.

■

WANTED NOW! Spring Break
ispreaintaove* for coaagtste Tour ft
Travel. Earn free trip* and cash too! Cal
1-800-326-8322. EXT. 579.

RC

50 tablets

'.--"^•a F''r~' '

have ska« dot they can teach. Waterfront, taalng. dance, land sports, gymnastics, drama, arts 6 craft*. WSI. archery, tennis On campus interview! to
be held on: Feb. 9th. Jones BUg.
Jones-319. 10:00 A.M.- 4:00 P.M. Send
for appKcaUon to Camp Vega. P. O. Box
1771,
Duxbury,
MA
02332.
617-9344536

PREMIUM
CRACKERS

Basil Halliday is a graduate student
in the chemistry department.

iHe BflVS GNilQV PUDGV FIDO. DWIflms -ONA-STiGK.

COUNSELORS Summer grta' resident
camp in Maine. High salary, travel
allowance for nudenu who love kids and

Main Street
623-7481
Good Thru 1-21-87

DIAL A

BIBLE

MOMENT-

Bible

messages change daily Phone 624-2427.

$1.39
PHOTO
PRINTS

2
FOR
1
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People poll

Obnen

What New Year's resolutions have you
already broken?
By Rodney Rosa

C««OTilk,
OWta
political
"I raaatmi to do 600 sit upa a day
like Herachal Walker does. But after
the first day. I decided to cut
down."
Penny Harrison, freshman, Richmond, nursing
"To keep my house clean and 1
haven't."

Harrison

Ray Smith, junior, Louisville.
FST
"I resolved to quit smoking and
I haven't."

Tony Turpin, freshman, Lexington, broadcasting
"Not to go downtown as much
this semester, and it's already too
late."
Francis Odong. freshman, Richmond, industrial technology
"I've broken them all, because I
did not make any."
Turpin

Odong

Mike
Sowder,
senior,
Nicholasville, police administration/fire science
"I resolved to never come back to
Eastern and now I'm here."

Tim
Vanderpool,
senior,
SalyersviUe. IET
"To start the semester's classes
off right."
Smith

Vanderpoci

Lisa Franc, freshman, Michigan,
health
"I resolved to exercise four times
a week and I haven't."

Sowder

Reagan needs trust, support
By Steve Florence
"Reagangate," "Irangate."
" Northgate." The recent goings-on
in the Reagan administration are be- know exactly what hundreds are
doing?
ing called many things.
Others are saying Reagan should
Many are calling the president a not have approved the arms deal to
liar, thinking he knows more than he Iran. But, they aren't considering
admits to. This is not necessarily the reasons why he would do that.
true. Look at the number of people There are still Americans being held
who work under the president. How hostage in I«banon. and the presican it be possible for one man to dent felt he could gain their release

Opinion

In other words
(Contused from Page A-2)

truth no matter what medium it
whether it be theatrical productions may take. I have been pleased with
or visual arts. When I hear from my the stated support of that position
colleagues at sister universities that from the administration including
administrators, even the President, the Dean of tbe College and the
have demanded that scripts be sub- President of the University. Say
mitted to them in advance of the what you will of other concerns at
production for word by word con- Eastern, but academic and artistic
sideration of offensive elements to freedom is alive, well and living in
be deleted. I can hardly view our ad- the Jane F. Campbell Building.
Dan Robinette
ministration, which has rested its
Chairman
reputation on academic freedom, as
being provincial and conservative. Speech and theatre arts department
This posture is solidly supported by Bazaar lacks promotion
the Dean of our College and certain
On December 10. 1986. the
ly by me. the Chairman of the
Department. One need only consult PRSSA sponsored a Christmas
our playbill noting the controversial bazaar cleverly titled the Bizarre
issues we've dealt with to assess our Bazaar. Sigma Tau Pi, the business
honorary, sponsored a booth to raise
commitment to artistic freedom.
I'm happy that the issue of money for the American Diabetes
Playboy has served as impetus for Association. I would like to offer my
a debate concerning issues it raised. thanks to all our members who came
And, I am sure that in many ways to work at the stand and those who
Eastern is conservative. But I do helped support ADA.
We had a wide variety of
emphatically take issue with Mr.
Perkins' use of the arts as an exam- Christmas goods at extremely
ple of provencialism and conser- reasonable prices as the few people
vatism on Eastern's campus. The who came to the bazaar can attest
Department of Speech and Theatre to. However, the extreme lack of atArts stands committed to academic tendance is where the dilemma lies.
When I inquired about this specfreedom and th ,llr8uit Q{ ^^^

by dealing with the Iranians.
them.
People in the states should not
Would you give weapons to a
react so quickly. Americans need to
street gang if it would gain the
sit down and look more closely at
release of your children from a madthe facts. Study the facts, then
man, even if the weapons would be
make a decision on what to believe
used against another gang?
in.
The needs of the few Americans
being held in Lebanon against their
Iran has been fighting Iraq for
will far outweigh the fact Iran will
over half a decade. The arms from
now have a few more weapons.
the deals with us will not make the
Iran's war with Iraq surely won't be
scales tip any n ore in the favor of
decided by the weapons we dealt tfK^^ran M the nte tbey ^ ^^ tbe
.^——_^_____^^^_
weapons won't last long anyway.
It is important to believe in the
president. We have elected him into office twice. Let's trust him on
this one.
People were crying because they
felt nothing was being done to get
the hostages out of Lebanon. Now
tacular "festival," after being conthat something is being done about
tacted by Ms. Patti Roper of the
it, they're crying that it wasn't the
PRSSA. she informed me that in
right thing.
previous years 2,500 to 3,000 peoIf there are so many smart people
ple have attended this "bonanza."
out there who know of any better
I then inferred from this that an
ways to get our people home, send
equal number would attend this
your solution to your congressman.
year. However, due to the extremeThen action will surely be taken.
ly poor publicity for this very few
people even knew this event was
Steve Florence is a senior jourtaking place since only a few signs
nalism
major and a Progress staff
were put up, and seemingly only on
writer.
the day of the merrymaking sales
spectacular. (They also had a community bulletin mention poorly
positioned on channel 56 in Lexington.) The PRSSA also didn't feel
the need to make a simple phone call
to the F.Y.I, and inform them that
something was in the works.
Fortunately, we raised $56.37,
which didn't include our $20 booth
fee which was covered by Sigma
Tau Pi. We were hoping to raise between $150 and $200.
I am not questioning the
organization of this event, just the
promotion. I hope future events
sponsored by the PRSSA will be
better promoted and supported.
Ed Reynolds
Sigma Tau Pi president

Resolutions
bring failure
I used to believe in them, but not
anymore. The last one I made was
in 1980. My last New Year's resolution was to never make another New
Year's resolution. That was the only
one I have ever kept.
To me. New Year's resolutions are
only invitations to faiL Who wants
to start any new year feeling like a
failure?
Most people would say the beginning of a new year is a good time to
sort out their lives and put things
into perspective. They feel it is the
perfect time to change things thev
don't like about themselves or ab«.
their way of life.
I feel like the time to make these
changes is the minute you recognize
them. Why wait until the new year
begins? There is too much pressure
to make a resolution and keep it at
this time of the year.
Most people say I don't believe in
New Year's resolutions because I
know I can't keep them. With this
I do not argue. They are exactly
right, so why invite trouble?
I have several friends who have
made resolutions for 1987. Most of
them seem to have resolved to stop
bad habits such as overeating,
smoking or going downtown.
I was there with them when they
made these resolutions and I was
there with them when they broke
down in desperation for Oreos,
Virginia Slims and a good time.
I could see the defeat and shame
in their eyes and I once again vowed to never put myself in that
situation.
Of course I don't mean to imply
that I don't have faults or that I
don't need to change some things in
my life. We all do. I just simply
refuse to do it publicly.
I figure if I pick myself up when
the rest of the world is not looking,
they won't see me when I fall back
down again. Pessimistic, you say?
Maybe, but I know myself.
Although I only realized a few
years ago that I don't like to make
resolutions myself. I think I have
always had a deep-seeded dislike for
those people who could make resolutions and keep them.

Pam Logue

It's not that I don't like to see
others succeed, I just don't like for
them to be better at it than I am.
And I know that if I make one
resolution, the list would be endless.
You see, I would have to make a second resolution to keep the first, a
third to keep the second and on and
on.
I really don't want to sound mean
to those of you who have made
resolutions and kept them, though.
But don't forget, it's only Jan. 15.
You have 350 more days to keep
those resolutions just this year.
Think you can do it?
Have any of you ever known
anyone who makes dozens of resolutions each year? Well, my dad is one
of those people. Want a sample?
"Let's walk two miles every night
after dinner, hon." He walked three
nights.
"From now on I'm not going to
put off my chores." That was the
best one last year. By the way dad.
you remember that new outlet you
were going to install in the den? The
fire department said not to wait so
long next time.
And of course, my all-time
favorite resolution, one my Dad utters every New Year's Eve: "I'm
never going to eat that much again.
I'm going on a diet." Quick Mom,
hide the popcorn, here comes Dad.
So as you can see, I have not had
the best role models when it comes
to keeping resolutions made as a
new year rolls around. Hence, my
negative attitude.
Maybe someday I will go back to
making resolutions. For now, that
experience has been replaced by
watching the rest of you suffer. It
doesn't make me feel like a failure.

Metropolitan Life
insures all kinds of employees.

1
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The Student
Association
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Attention All EKU EmployeesHave you heard that Metropolitan Life Insurance Company is enrolling

and
^University Book and|

Supply
WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME
YOU BACK AND WISH YOU
LUCK DURING THE SPRING
SEMESTER.

We Care!

EKU employees for their Group Universal Life Insurance. Universal Life
combines low cost insurance with a tax sheltered savings which may be
used for emergencies, education or retirement. This product is offered
at group discounted rates and is paid" for through a convenient payroll
deduction. The current interest rate being paid is very competitive and
tax deferred. Enrollment is for a limited time only.
You can enroll at Metropolitan Insurance in Big Hill Plaza beginning
January 16,1987 from 11:00 AM to 7:30 PM Monday through Friday
and Saturdays from 9 to 1. Metromatic Group Life from Metropolitan
Insurance.

Coll
624-9289 for more information todav
LOOK FOR MORE INFORMATION IN YOUR
MAILT

GETMET.ITPAVS.
&\* Metropolitan Life
Cj^p AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES
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Parking shifts
recommended

Progress photo/Rodney Ross

Rest stop

warm weather, as he rested on one of the benches outside the
Combs Building.

Scott Gordon, a sophomore psychology major from Louisville,
took a little time in between classes to enjoy the unseasonably

Faculty workload policy defined
By Terri Martin
Editor
In its Monday meeting the university's Faculty Senate redefined the
faculty workload policy to include
specifications for university, community and professional work outside the classroom.
Dr. Martha Griae, associate professor of English and chairperson of
the senate, said the new policy
states what most professors are
already doing.
"The intention was to have a
policy that reflects what the practice is." she said.
The new policy calls for a standard teaching load of full-time faculty members with the title of assistant professor or above to be 12
semester hours.
Along with this requirement.

large factor in determining merit
pay and promotion."

class size and the type of class being taught may also be weighed in
determining an equal teaching load.
According to the policy, faculty
have a responsibility to the university, to the community and to their
profession.
The latter may be fulfilled by
membership in professional
organizations; student advising and
committee work fulfill university
responsibilities, while community
work centers around one's professional expertise.

The policy also states teaching
loads may be reduced if a faculty
member carries an exceptional service load, such as a large number of
advisees or serving as a committee
chairperson.
Faculty who regularly work on
scholarly activities outside the
classroom or teach at the graduate
level may also be considered for
lesser class loads.

The policy adds faculty have an
obligation to engage in scholarly activity such as research projects or
artistic performance.

Grise said acquiring approval for
a reduced teaching load could be
rare. "Each department is required
to supply a certain number of credit
hours of courses a semester," she
said. Grise said other professors
would be forced to make up for the
light class schedule of another.

"I think it probably reflects a
greater obligation to engage in
research." Griae said. "All of us feel
some pressure to do research. It's a

AT THE
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STEAK HOUSE
FROM
FREE Salad Bar
THE SEA with purchase Gf

Seafood Entree
Salad Bar
«■»

$Z99

*»4*

Mon-Fri (WITH COUPON)
8>nqu*t .KIHOC! roKiota

Expires 1/22/87

Hem;
11 i m.
»:10 pm Sw«*r thru THrttay
11 i m - 10:00 p.m Frk»»y wd Situ<*r

All reduced teaching loads must
be approved by department
chairmen, dean of the college and
vice president of academic affairs.
The former policy called for a
standard teaching load of 12
semester hours for anyone above
the rank of instructor. A minimum
of 20 hours a week waa to be set
aside for advising students, keeping
office hours and other duties.
Grise said the senate was anxious
to get the new workload policy approved in time for the new
staff/faculty handbook due out this
semester.
"There's been a lot of debate
about whether or not the policy provides reasonable expectations for
faculty," Grise said. "I think it

By Pan Logae
New. editor
After several months of intensive
study, the university's parking committee is ready to formally submit
a proposal to the administration.
Dan Brenyo, chairman of the
Local, State and National Issues
Committee of the university's Student Senate, had been looking into
the problem of parking on campus
since being asked by last year's Student Senate President Ken Keama.
A perking committee was formed
last semester to look into the parking situation.
The committee consisted of
Brenyo, Thomas I inrirnnst, director
of the Division of Public Safety,
George Duncan, assistant director
for parking and transportation services and Cherie Clevenger,
Residence Hall Association
representative.
In the final report the committee
stated there are 6,809 student* with
cars registered on campus. There
are 8,869 cars registered on campus.
This number included cars of faculty and staff as well as students.
Last year, according to the Division of Public Safety, there were
15,472 citations issued on campus.
The most violated areas are
reported to be the Martin Lot,
McGregor Drive, the Alumni Coliseum Lot, University Drive and Kit
Carson Drive.
According to the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet, Department of Highways' Division of Planning, an average of 1.752 vehicles
enter the I .ancestor Parking Lot
each day, with the busiest time being between 7 a_m. and 1 p.m.
The parking committee has been
concerned with safety at the Lancaster crossing. The lot is currently a commuter lot. When students
arrive for classes, they must cross
the street to get to the campus.
Several accidents have been
reported in this
To alleviate this problem
somewhat, the committee has included in its proposals that the Lancaster Lot be designated as residential parking.

In the final proposal, the committee has suggested the Kit Carson
Lot be changed to a commuter loThis lot is now commuter and
residential
The Van Hoose Lot will become s
residential lot. The west aide of the
Alumni Coliseum Lot will become s
commuter lot and BegJey will remain general oarkinv
The EUendale and Powell lota are
still in question Brenyo said Either
EUendale or Powell West will
become s commuter lot, but which
one has not been decided yet. The
lot which is not chosen to become s
commuter lot will remain a residential lot.
The Combs Parking Lot by
Combs Hall will be changed from a
residential lot to an employee lot.
When asked why the Martin Lot
was not redesignated, even though
it waa the one with the highest violation rate, Brenyo said they were
hoping the change in the Lancaster
Lot would alleviate the problems in
Martin.
Tow expansions in parking areas
are being recommended by the
committee.
A 300 by 400 foot expansion, expected to cost $240,000 will be
recommended for the west side of
the Alumni Coliseum Lot. This
would provide an additional 250 to
300 parking spaces.
Another expansion is being
recommended for the Kit Carson
Lot in front of Telford Hali The expansion will provide an additional
200 spaces in an extra 75 by 275
foot area. The estimated cost of this
expansion is 168,000.
Another major change being suggested is stopping all traffic on
McGregor Drive. The entrance to
McGregor, off of University Drive,
would be closed except during the
first and last two weeks of each
semester. This time would be allowed for women who live in McGregor
to move in and out of the dorm.
Brenyo said this was being done
because McGregor Drive was a safety hazard at this time, but added the
university has future plans for the
area in front of McGregor Hall
which may include a circle drive.
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Vandalism high
in men's dorms

Police beat
The folio wing report* have been
filed with the university's Division
of PnbHc Safety.
Dec. 9:
SOMII Oehler. Case HaU. reported
the fire alarm sounding in Case Hall.
The Richmond Fire Department
was called but no smoke or fire was
found.
Bradley Hatton, Keene Hall,
reported the theft of a radio from his
vehicle while it was parked in the
Keene Hall Lot. Total value was
unknown.
David K. Spradlin. Richmond,
reported a license plate stolen from
his vehicle while it was parked on
Park Drive. The license plate was
valued at SI4.
Brace Lackett, Todd Hall,
reported the theft of his vehicle
while it was parked in the EUendale
Lot. Total value was $6,300.
Dan Thompson, Martin Hall,
reported the theft of $650 from his
room in Martin.

Dec. 10:
Lisa Cabbage. McGregor Hall.
reported the theft of her purse and
its contents from the Burrier
Building. Total value was $133.
Rath
Mitchell, Richmond,
reported the theft of four textbooks
from the locker room of the Foster
Building. Total value of the books
was $81.95.
Dec. 11:
Joe Henafey, Richmond, reported
the theft of a tool box, tools and
automobile parts from his university vehicle while it was parked in the
Gentry Lot. Total value was $254.
Michael Crockett, Keene Hall,
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
Wilma Lunceford. Telford Hall,
reported the fire alarm sounding on
the fifth floor of Telford The Richmond Fire Department was called
but no smoke or fire was found.
Jeff Pohlgeers, Commonwealth
Hall, reported the theft of his wallet
from his room in Commonwealth.
Total value of the wallet and its contents was $95.
Clifford O'Connor, Mattox Hall,
reported the theft of $180.
Dec. 12:
David Saylor of the Richmond
Bank reported damage to the
automatic teller machine located in
the Keen Johnson Building.
Dec. 13:
Steven M. Sattinger, Martin Hall,
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
Victoria Honaker, McGregor
Hall, reported someone had walked
across the trunk of her car and
dented it while it was parked in the
Alumni Coliseum Lot.
Estill Richardson, Berea, was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Carol Anne Lozier, Walters Hall,
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
Dec. 14:
Lori Bowaer, Telford Hall,
reported the theft of seven textbooks from her room in Telford. The
books were valued at $95.
Steve Cochran, Mattox Hall,
reported the theft of three textbooks from his room in Mattox. The
hook8 were valued at $63.
Melissa Banm. Telford Hall,
reported the theft of $85 from her
room in Telford.
Jackie Hinkle. Telford Hall,
reported the theft of several items
from her room in Telford. A wallet
valued at $50. as well as a watch
valued at $200 and a $200 ring were
reported missing.
Melissa Trice. Telford Hall,
reported the theft of three rings
from her room in Telford. The rings
were valued at $130.
Laura Hayes. Telford Hall. .
reported the theft of a ring and a
bracelet from her room in Telford.
The articles were valued at $100.
Dec. 15:
Tina Partin. Case Hall, reported
the theft of a textbook from the
book drop of the University
Bookstore. The book was valued at
$21.
Ralph Varaaw. reported the theft
of a computer terminal from Room
430 of the Wallace Building. The
terminal was valued at $98.
James Brady, Dupree Hall,
reported the theft of a class ring
from the glove compartment of his
vehicle while it was parked in the
Commonwealth Lot. The ring was
valued at $206.
Dec. 16:
David I.. Hunter,McKee. was arrested and charged with driving
under the influence.
John Downing, reported the theft

I

of a telephone from the lobby of
Commonwealth Hall The telephone
was valued at $45.
Treat Miller, Palmer Hall,
reported a smoking light fixture in
Palmer The Richmond Fire Department was called but no fire was
found.

(Continued from Page One)
they (meal love to put their fiats
tnrough doors and that runs in
cycles too," he said. A replacement
door runs between $76 and $126.
"It's disheartening for the
maintenance crews to go through a
dorm and replace fluorescent fixtures and have to do it over and over
again." Igleheart said.
Last semester a water fountain
was thrown from a third floor window in Mattox Hall. Igleheart said
evidently the vandals were upset
because the fountain hadn't been
working properly for moat of the

Elisabeth Natter. Richmond.
reported the theft of her purse from
the Campbell Building. The purse
was valued at $6.
Dec 17:
Mark Barton, Keene Hall,
reported the theft of two speakers
from his vehicle while it was parked in the Alumni Coliseum Lot. The
speakers were valued at $60.

Residence halls seem to be the
most frequent areas vandalized, but
university signs and parking lots
are also problem areas. Over the
Christmas holiday break some of
the letters from the university's
sign on the Lancaster Avenue were
stolen. The sign read: -ASTERN
KEN-UCKY UNIVERSIT-.
Igleheart said the Physical Plant
substituted three wooden letters until the metal ones could be delivered.
because they had to be contracted
out for replacement.

Doug Deariag, Commonwealth
Hall, reported the theft of stereo
equipment and cassette tapes from
his vehicle while it was parked in the
Van Hoose Lot. Total value was
$310.
James Anthony Flte, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with driving under the influence and possession of marijuana.
Sherrle Witt, McGregor Hall,
reported the theft of a necklace and
two rings from her room in
McGregor. Total value was $500.

Proposal defeated
(Continued from Page One)

Dec 18:
Ken Wadsworth. Mattox Hall,
reported the theft of four sweaters
and 60 cassette tapes from his room
in Mattox. Total value was $620.
Eydie Waltera, Richmond,
reported the theft of a coat and a
camera from the Model Laboratory
Gym. Total value was $345.
Jackie Price. Telford Hall,
reported the sounding of the fire
alarm in Telford. The Richmond
Fire Department was called but no
fire was found.
Mindy Bowling, Burnam Hall,
reported the theft of a wallet containing $120 and a university identification card from her room in
Burnam.
Beth Minks. Burnam Hall,
reported the theft of $46 from her
room in Burnam.

Parking lots are another hotspot
for vandalists to strike, and according to Wynn Walker, director of
public safety, the number of
reported damages to automobiles
was down last semester.
The most poplar lota for vandals
are Van Hoose, Lancaster, Commonwealth and Alumni Coliseum.
Walker says this is because these
lots are usually filled to capacity
with cars.
Public safety officers periodically
stage stake-outs to combat and prevent vandalism in parking lots.
Walker said if a consistent problem exists in a lot, the stake-outs
are more frequent depending on the
size of the problem.
Walker encouraged students to
report anyone suspicious in the lot
because it is difficult to apprehend
the vandals if not witnessed by
someone.
To avoid having your car vandalized. Walker suggested parking
in a well-lighted area and locking
your vehicle, as well as keeping a
look out for suspicious acting people in the lots.

Progress phoJoTHbdney Floss

Pipe repair
The street between the library and the Keen Johnson Building
remained closed for two days as university maintenance workers
dug a trench to repair a broken steam line.

Student dies in wreck
Progess staff report
University student Karen Ann
Mere was pronounced dead at 1:30
p.m. Dec. 18 as a result of a traffic
accident.
The fatality resulted from a threecar traffic accident which occurred
eight miles north of Richmond on
1-76.
Mere was returning home from
the university for the holidays. Her
death was attributed to massive

head injuries suffered in the
accident.
Mere, a 21-year-old senior, was
majoring in business education. She
was a member of the Delta Phi
honorary society and the Delta
Alpha chapter in education.
Mere was the daughter of William
and Violet Mere of Mayslick.
Funeral services were held Dec. 20
at the Palmer Funeral Home in
May's Lick.

contacted directly by senate
members.
She declined to comment on the
proposal.
Elam said if the time was right he
would welcome the abolishment of
his office.
"I'd would really love for the
university to get rid of the office if
the people are all working together
on this," lie said "I don't think they
are at this time. I think the majority still harbor racist attitudes and
are still interested in their own and
not in minorities.''
The Office of Minority Affairs
currently serves to encourage
recruiting of minority faculty to the

university, while the Office of Affirmative Action handles discriminstion complaints made by both
students and faculty.
Elam said he would welcome the
proposal if the committee plan
would work and each department
took an interest in minority
recruiting.
"If every chairperson and dean
were responsible for recruiting and
held responsible for it, there would
be more of an impact," he said. "It
has to be built in and implanted in
the people's hearts."
The proposal could only be
enacted upon approval of the Board
of Regents.

Regents will meet Saturday
The university's Board of
Regents will meet for its regular
quarterly meeting on Saturday. The

meeting will be held at 1:30 p.m. in
the Board of Regents Room in the
Coatee Administration Building.

Dec. 19:
Robert Logsdon, Martin Hall,
reported damage to the windshield
of his vehicle while it was parked in
the Mattox Lot The windshield had
been shot with a B.B. gun.
Ann Duerson reported the fire
alarm sounding in the Moore
Building. The Richmond Fire
Department found a mslfmytion in
the system. There was no smoke or
fire discovered.

JIM COX STUDIO

BAR & p GRILLE

For The
,
Finest in -PhotoS^I»t
•Weddings
•Portraits
•Graduations
•Passports
•Composites and
•Jobs While you wait
623-3145

OPEN DAILY AT 11 AM. TUESDAY - SATURDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

$2.95
LUNCH
SPECIAL
DAILY 11-3

$2.95
SOUP, AND
SANDWICH
DAILY 11-3

$2.95
LUNCH
SPECIAL
DAILY 11-3

$2.95
SOUP AND
SANDWICH
DAILY 11-3

$2.95
LUNCH
SPECIAL
DAILY 11-3

BEAT
THE
CLOCK

MUGS
25*
4-8

TGIF
PARTY

HOT
MUNCHIES

Complimentary

FREE
DURING
GAMES

106 S. 3rd St-Richmond. KY.

HP

623-0340

Mage Florist
Mill
125. S. Third

(downtown- next
to bus station)

RIB
NIGHT

25C Beverages

Hickory Smoked

Starting at 8:00

Baby Back Ribs,

featuring

Potato. Salad &

Suiter's Strutters

Bread

Send your
sweat heart

$1.00

SUITER'S
CINEMA
First Run Movies

prices good 4-10

On Our Wide
Screens in Stereo.
6:00 SHOWTIME

ONLY OUR GRILLE
IS OPEN TONIGHT

roses.

FREE POPCORN
NO COVER
NIGHTLY
UNTIL 8:00

Buy one rose,
get one free!
Coupon: valid thru
1-30-87
Cash only—with coupon.
IsmL'.anl
AMHICAN

anm

NO COVER
CHARGE

Steamship

Until 6:00
Shrimp
from 4-6

$3.99
Pitcher with Meal

We just love
romance!

BURGERS &
CURLY FRIES
$1.99
from 4-10
A GOOD DEAL

HAPPY
HAPPY
HOUR
PRICES
4-8
DAILY

SUITER'S
GRILLE
IS OPEN
TONIGHT
GRILLE IS
VNTIL 1:00 am OPEN TILL 1 AM

PLAN A
GREAT
MEAL
TONIGHT
IN OUR
GRILLE
OPEN
UNTIL
1:00 AM

DANCING NITELY FROM 8:00 PM
CASUAL ELEGANCE ENCOURAGED
18 YEAR OLD ENTRY AGE
YOU MUST HAVE VALID I.D.

135 EAST MAIN • DOWNTOWN •623-5500
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Loan
petitions
increase
By Darenda Dennis
Ma—ging editor
Even though enrollment was expected to be down this spring
semester, requests for financial aid
is up 1,003.
Last semester was the worst in 10
years, according to Herb Veecio,
director of financial aid, but this
semester the pace has slowed.
The backlog during the fall
semester was due to new federal
laws requiring universities to audit
66 percent to 70 percent of the
applicants.
The law is an effort by the federal
government to catch dishonest
applicants.
But, Dave Cecil, coordinator for
loans and data processing, said
since most of the spring applicants
were already audited last semester,
the financial aid office was able to
suffiently process the packages.
Only 66 preosnt to 70 percent of
those new applicants who did not
apply during the fall wU be required
to undergo the audit.
"Every year a revision is passed
and another kink gets thrown into
the chain of events, and the audit
was it for us this school year," Cecil
said.
In addition, he said the new computer software system has helped to
speed the process.
"By now everyone here in the office is more familiar with the new
system and can operate much
quicker," he said.
Financial aid is still available in
limited funds, however it will take
at least four weeks to process and
receive award letters to qualified
applicants.
Students who have not heard
from their applications may still
make arrangements with Billings
and Collections to sign a promissory
note until Friday. After that,
students who have not paid or made
arrangements will be disenrolled
and charged an additional $60 to be
readmitted.
Cecil encouraged students to go
ahead and fill out financial aid applications for next fall semester.
He said another new law passed
by Congress for the fall semester of
1987 deals with lowering the audit
requirement to 30 percent.
This revision came alter many
complaints from students and their
families to congressmen were voiced against the present auditing
ratio.

Smoke
alarms
required

Progress photo/Rodney Ross

Stand off
As the Eastern and Western basketball teams met on the court,
the mascots met elsewhere. Western's Big Red taunted The Col-

onel on the sidelines of last week's game in which the university
defeated the Hilltoppers 68-66.

Law changes loan interest status
By Ham Logfle
to pay for college.
News editor
A student must begin paying the
According to a Congressional loan back six months aftor finishing
Report issued Dec. 28, new tax laws school or dropping below a half-time
could have a startling impact on stu- enrollment basis.
dent loans.
The National Direct Student Loan
Some professors feel the new laws
is
one that is offered through the
will have a devastating effect on
education across the country and university. It is offered at a fivemany feel it will lead to less percent interest rate and repayment
also begins after a six month grace
borrowing.
Under the new law, the interest on period.
educational loans received by colThe minimum monthly payment
lege students will no longer be for these loans is »30 and the stutax-deductible.
dent is required to have them paid
This type of change could make it in full within 10 years.
too expensive for some students to
The university also offers s nursreceive student loans.
According to Bill Adams, a loan ing loan to nursing students with
officer in the university's Division terms similar to those of the NDSL.
Over the past several years, with
of Accounts and Budget Control,
there are now three types of loans the cost of college ever on the rise,
that university students can more and more students have
received some type of student loan.
receive.
A guaranteed student loan is a
Herb Veecio, director of financial
loan received through a financial in- aid, said over 3,000 loans had been
stitution such as a bank or savings awarded last semester.
and loan. The loan is available at a
The rise in the number of loans
nine-percent interest rate and a stu- and the increase in the amount of
dent can receive up to $2,600 a year the loans has led to wide-spread

default.
According to the U.S. Department of Education, three million
people are now default on student
loans totaling SB.3 billion.
According to Adams, the default
rate at the university was lower
than the national average. Veecio
reported the rate had risen in the
last few years to 7.6 percent.
The national average is about 10
or 11, according to Adams.
Many students borrow the money
without thought as to how difficult
it may be to pay it back.
The number of defaults has led a
new type of student loan which is
being developed to help students
with repayment. Instead of having
a set interest rate and repayment
schedule, students will make monthly payments based on their income
after college.
If a student who completes a
bachelor's degree in four years,
receiving the maximum guaranteed
student loan each year, he or she can
finish college with s debt of $10,000.
Borrowing under the loan programs totaled $9.8 billion during the

\^L

No-Risk Hair Design
& Tanning
This is your invitation to experience "no risk" hairstyling at our salon Why do
we call it "no-risk" hairstyling? Because if you don't like it, you don't pay for it1
You risk nothing by trying us once.
We can make this offer because we are confident we can please you - better
than any salon, ever before! Why?
We listen to you first At your first visit you and your stylist sit down and talk about you
Mil hair, any problems, your style preference, how much time you like to spend on your
ri.li
air. and so on
• There's no excuse for a bad hairstyle ■ and you're the only one who can judge We go to
extra lengths to make you comfortable with your hair, to co-design with you a look that is
not only the best suited to your features and your personal style, but one you can maintain
until your next visit
• We're here for your convenience: We're nearby, on Water St next to Subway Sandwich
Shop
• We also have tanning beds no we're not the largest or the cheapest, only the BEST, just
ask around We always have the latest updates on indoor tanning1
So give us a call and give us a try We know you'll like no-risk hairstyling because you
can't help but win!
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kinkes
Your Campus Copy Shop
We now make
oversized copies
24x38 or longer
on 20 lb. Bond or
20 lb. Vellum

PILOT

Nassau, Bahamas
rim
6days
5 nights

r [Campus

V—A Tours"

*299

00

♦ AIRFARE
♦ HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
♦FREE COCKTAIL PARTIES
♦ AND MUCH, MUCH MORE

Call Toll Free:

1-800-6-BAHAMA

S BtB
VIDEO
FANTASTIC
•oucharn Mm- Plata*
I Porur
Porter Or.
Dr.

%

■4-OBflO
Poster Sal* 99'
e MOVIES

VCR & S MOVIES;
ont night

'.

with coupon only

with coupon only
Expires 2-28-87

m—raw

1 nlflht-Mon. - Thura

Expires 2-28-87
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MAKE A
NEW YEAR'S
EVOLUTION
Start the New Year right with a commitment to fresh nutritious food like
Subway sandwiches and salads. Check off the resolutions that you want to
make and join the evolution of taste at Subway.
□ Clean all the styrofoam burger boxes out of the back seat of your car.
□ Watch a sandwich being built fresh before your eyes.
□ Squeeze the grease out of a large order of French fnes and use it to
pickle dandelions.
□ Offer your kids a quarter to go cold turkey on burgers for a week.
□ Order a 6 ft. sub for your Super bowl party.
□ Take a blind taste test betu een a Subu uy sub and a styrthburger.
□ Try a seafood & crab salad sandwich the next time you get the urge
for fish.

AND MUCH MORE!

The
Better™
Ball Pots* Pea 89'

Whatever the assignment. Pilot has the formula
for writing comfort and precision.
Pilot's Better Ball Point Pen. in medium and fine points,
lets you breeze through long note-taking sessions. In fact
we've made writer's fatigue a thing (it the past .'This crystal barreled
veteran of the campus has a ribbed finger grip for continuous comfort
and is perfectly balanced for effortless writing. Best of all, you 11 never
throw it out because it's refillabkThe perfect teammate to the Better Ball Point Pen is Pilot's
Pencilier 0.5mm mechanical pencil. It has a continuous lead feed
system and a cushion tip that helps eliminate the frustration of lead
breakage. The Pencilier's jumbo eraser does the job cleanly while
the ribbed grip offers the same comfort as the Better Ball Point Pen.
Pick up the Pilot Team at your campus
bookstore today.The Better Ball
Point Pen and The Pencilier.
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last school year. This figure has
tripled in the last 10 years according
to the U.S. Department of
Education.
Financial aid officers at the
university said they feel there will
be a decrease in the number of
students receiving loans as well as
a decrease in the amount of those
loans over the next few years.

By Darenda Dennis
Managing editor
Many students who brought back
overstuffed furniture last semester
were disappointed and disgruntled
at the universities refusal to allow
them in dorm rooms.
The university said the overstuffed furniture could be considered a
fire hazard and it could be held liable
if a fire occurred as a result.
Many students voiced their opposition to the new measure, so the
university took another look at the
plan and decided to allow the furniture for the spring semester.
Jeanette Crockett, dean of Student Life, said after discussing proper fire prevention and safety
methods with safety administrators
and university attorney, Giles
Black, it was decided to reinstate
the allowance of such furnishings.
The furniture will be allowed,
however, a list of regulations must
be followed by the residents who
choose, to move in it.
The residents must install a ninevolt alkaline battery-operated
smoke alarm attached to the ceiling,
and must have a test button located
on the outside of the smoke alarm.
The smoke alarm must be
operable at all times and will be
tested during room inspections. If
the detector is found to be faulty
during the inspections, the residents
will have 24 hours to correct the
problem.
Residents will be required to have
the alarms installed by the time of
the first room inspection.

Resumes
Flyers
Typing Service
Binding
Business Cards
Typing
Store hours:
Mon.Thura. 8:30 am 7KM) pa
Fri. 8:30 am-OKW pm
Sat. 1&00 am-5KM) pm
Sunday closed
I

Kodak Disks
Rubber Stamps
Laminating
Type Setting
Enlargements
Reductions

Eastern Bypass
University Shopping Center
6244)237

■k

it

0(fi

**J4fi

i

■
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<>eC

&ie£-hesL~ Wtmitut
Sandwiches A Salads

6244241
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Senate election
set for Jan. 27
By Pam Logue
Newi editor
During the first meeting of the
semester, the university's Student
Senate passed a resolution concerning spring vacancy elections.
The current constitution of the
Student Association does not require a spring vacancy election, but
because several seats were left open
after last semester, the senate hsd
deemed it necessary.
Steve Schilffarth, president of
Student Senate, said he was not
sure yet how many seats were open.
"I will have to make some phone
calls to some people to see if they
are coming back or not," he said.
Schilffarth said he would know how
many seats were vacant next week.
Petitions ware available yesterday
and will be due Jan. 22. The election
will be Jan. 27.
Any student who is interested in
running for a vacant seat, should go
to the student association office in
the Powell Building.
Schilffarth said it was important
to fill these seats because every student senator represents 150 people
in his or her college. If s seat is vacant, then 160 students go
unrepresented. The only way the
seats can be filled is to hold a spring
vacancy election.
San. Robert McCool reported that
spring executive elections would be
held April 7. This election will be
held in order to elect a president and
vice president for the next school
year.
After the resolution was passed.
Sen. Dan Brenyo, College of Social
and Behavioral Sciences, made a
motion that the senate body move
into executive session. The closed
session lasted about 10 minutes and
senators would not discuss what
went on in the meeting.
Schilffarth said he felt good about
the way senate has progressed over
the past few months.
He said he had received some
com plaints and questions about the
student phone book which the
senate designed for this semester
Schilffarth said the phone books
would be arriving late. "Students
have to understand that this is an
experiment. We will see how they
are received by students."
Schilffarth said the phone book
waa a big step for the university
since moat major schools do have a
bound phone book of this type.
Schilffarth said he plans to direct
a lot of attention to Washington,
D.C., this semester in hopes of
receiving more money for higher
education and financial aid for
students.
"As higher education moves into
the future, it's going to get even
more expensive," Schilffarth said.
"We need to try to attract students

to Eastern so we can keep this
university the best."
Schilffarth said he felt there were
many things the university could do
to attract more students. He said he
felt fraternity and sorority housing
would attract students. "We have
to do more than just attract
students to Eastern. We have to
make them happy they came here."
Schilffarth is hoping a committee
can be set up in the near future that
will look into ways to attract
students to the university. He said
he hopes to involve people from the
community in the committee.
Dan Brenyo said he felt there
needed to be more involvement by
students on campus. "They need to
get involved while there is
something we can do about it. It has
to come from the students, what we
want and what we need We can't be
passive anymore.
Schilffarth said he felt the university administrators should listen to
what students. "Without students,
there is no school," he said.
One of the projects the senate
hopes to be involved in this
semester is renovation of the Powell
Grill. Schilffarth said there have
been several efforts to get the administration to see the need for
renovation which until now, nothing
has been done about it
Brenyo said everyone needs to be
informed of matters such as these.
"The administrators don't eat there.
They don't care."
Schilffarth said the administration came to realize that the renovations needs to be done. "They just
need to take the time," be said.
Other efforts will be made this
semester to try to get students to
take pride in the university. Student
Senate will be placing stickers on
the side of trash cans on campus
that say, "Keep the Campus
Beautiful."
Brenyo said they are trying to get
students motivated to get involved
Schilffarth said he wanted
students to give at least a little time
to getting involved "Most students
can't give as much time as we do,
but even if they can only give 6 percent, then that's fine," he said.
"All we are is students helping
students. That is our theme this
year," he added.
The senate Watchdog Committee
is also gearing up for another
semester of solving students' problems. According to chairman
Mickey Lacy, the committee plans
to look into the problem of vandalism on campus and the possibility of cameras in the parking lots.
Public Relations Committee
Chairman Jean i^Bapeja, announced
the annual Spring Fling would .be
held April 2 in the Chapel of
Meditation.

Walmart

Alan Perkins, a freshman industrial education and technology maior from Richmond, observes proper pedestrian etiquette as he

By Paaa Legs*
Nawa setter
During the past several months,
the university has made an attempt
to attract more returning students
to campus.
Last December, and again during
registration for the spring semester,
the university offered counseling for
nontraditional students who were
considering returning to school.
An office was set up in the Jones
Building to allow those who were
considering returning to school to
talk with university instructors and
administrators.
The office was set up so that people who could not come to the
university during regular business
hours could take advantage of it, according to Martha Grise, president
of the Faculty Senate.
Grise said some people who have
the desire to return to school can't
because of conflicts with job or
family-related responsibilities.
Grise said this was the first time
an office of this type has been set up
but added that it will continue if
successful.
Grise called the temporary office
a "pilot project," saying this was
just one of the things the university would do to try to encourage
these students to come back to
school.
Kim Clark, a counselor in admissions, was involved in a study last

May which showed there were
several reasons why students are
uncomfortable in returning to
school.
Clark said she was concerned that
many students who return to school
in the fall either drop out or don't
return in the spring.
Clark said most of the adults who
return to school, either after receiving a general education diploma or
after staving out of school for
several years, are between the ages
of 20 and 36.
The main reason these students
drop out during the fall semester,
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"These students view themselves
as different," Clark said "They are
uncomfortable with younger
students."
Clark also said many students
choose to drop out because they
can't fit a class into their schedule
and are unaware of night and Saturday classes offered by the
university.
Clark found the nontraditional

Tuesday Special
1 Taco & 1 Mug for
$1.00

First and Water Sts.

Shoppers
Village

with Campus Marketing

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

«*» 'l7*

•XBfBBmca

Open Sun. through Sat.
Expires Jan. 31, 1987

S«- Sou thern Mill Plan
4*4 }5H

Wi DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE)

£ $199-$209
INCLUDES:

Kentucky Center Presents:

The Lonesome Pine
Specials A \ W \

A

* DorVt miss this new series featuring a musical smorgasbord
ranging from Rhythm and Blues to Bluegrass! A
A
A
Premieres Saturday, January 17,10:00/9:00 p.m. (CT)

A

• Round trip motor coach transportation to beautiful
Daytono Beach (WE DRIVE Packages Only) We me
nothing but modem highway ccoches
• FREE refreshments ovolloble on the motor cooch on the
way down (to begin the porty)
• Eight Florida days/seven endless nights at one of our
exciting oceonftont hotels, located right on the Doytona
Beach strip Your hotel has a beautiful pool, sun deck, air
conditioned rooms, cokx TV. and a nice long stretch of
• A full schedule of FREE pool deck parties
• A full list of pre-arranged discounts to save you money in
Daytona Beoch
• Travel representatives to insure a smooth trip and a
good time.
• Optional side excursions to Disney World. Epcot. deep
sea fishing, party cruises, etc
• All taxes and tips

THE GREATEST TIME - THE BEST PRICE
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP
"New Grass Revival'
Tonight'

Lexington- Richmond 46

■Junior Wells Blues BancT
Saturday. January 24 "

'Nanci Griffith'
Saturday. January 31

..Ha. |ood bw>tw»«t« i
and 8
1 1 p/r>

PARTY

0 plasma alliance
2043 Oxford Clr.
Lex I nut on. KY
254-8047

students who return in the spring
have most of these same problems,
only they have more motivation.
"They see this as their last chance.
They decided school took a priority," she said.
Clark said there is a lot of fear involved in these students returning
to school "They have a big fear of
failing and they are embarrassed to
ask for help," she said.
A support group of returning
students is also available for adults
to share and discuss mutual problems, but Clark said she felt most
students don't know about it.

Wednesday Special
Jumbos are SI.49
All Day

$1.99 tax
with student i.d.
Beef and Bean
Tostada
with choice of Rice
or Beans

•*«••
■

according to Clark, is they feel guilty about going to school. "They feel
like they should be doing something
else, like as)BaaaTaj sHaajaj or fcas^aaat
care of the kids," Clark said.

STUDENT SPECIAL

IIHUlHlll.M

Earn up to S8S 'or yoss '•'« S donation

crosses Kit Carson Drive near the Brewer Building on his way
to class.

Office aids returning students
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Everyday
Law
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Lawsuit filed
in tax dispute
By Pan Logne
News editor
Two university professors have
filed a class-action suit against
several members of the Madison
County government.
Claude Smith and Mai Reed, professors in the university's accounting department, and Karl Struss,
internal auditor at Berea College.
have filed a suit against members of
the Madison County Fiscal Court
asking that the money collected by
the county aa an occupational
license fee be returned with interest.
Those named in the suit include:
County Judge-Execu ti ve Harold K.
Botnar, magistrates Larry Combe,
Forniss Park. Peggy Rice. Farria
Parka, former Magistrate Ed
Chenault, James L. McDaniels,
director of finance, and Sandy
Grant, county treasurer.
The money was collected by the
county from June 1 to Dec. 31 of
1986. Smith said about $847,000
had been collected.
A 1 percent payroll tax went into
effect in Madison County on June
1, but had to be placed on the
November ballot in order to continue past the end of the year.
The fiscal court initiated the tax
in order to replace 1400.000 lost in
federal revenue sharing funds last
year.
The tax did not pass the
November referendum. If it had
passed, it was expected to raise $2
million in the first year.
The money was to be used for a
county-wide ambulance service,
parks and recreation, county
volunteer fire departments, roads, a
solid waste management plant, a
new jail and a public library.
The class-action suit was filed in
Madison County Circuit Court on
Dec. 30. Jim Theis. a local attorney
is representing the plaintiffs.
Smith said they decided to file the
suit because they felt the money
that was collected by the county
was collected illegally.
He said they had done extensive
research and, baaed on the Kentucky Revised Statutes, determined the tax should not have been collected and should now be returned
with interest.
The plaintiffs claim the fiscal
court should not have Impoood the
payroll tax before they put the issue
before the voters.
The 1986 Kentucky General
Assembly amended the laws dealing
with a payroll tax. The new law says
the local governments no longer
have to put the tax on the ballot.
This new law took effect in July

after the county had begun to col-,
lect a tax in June.
Dele Lawrenx, director of personnel services at the university
estimated that the university was
contributing $16,000 per two-week
pay period during the time the tax
waa being collected.
Smith said of the 8847,000 that
had been collected, about 8189,000
had been contributed by university
staff.
James McDaniels, director of
finance for the fiscal court said
about two-thirds of the county
payroll tax came from the cities of
Richmond and Berea.
Members of the fiscal court have
been silent about the suit on the advice of county attorney Robert
Russell.
During a special closed session of
the fiscal court Jan.6 Russell warned those named in the suit not to
comment on the details of it He said
it would be in the best interest of the
court if they would wait until an
answer in the case had been filed.
Russell also said he felt the county would have to declare bankruptcy if the court found in favor of the
plaintiffs. He said be did not feel the
suit waa in the beet interest of the
county.
Ruaaell also said that fiscal court
members were protected by liability insurance that covers errors and
ommissions made by the court.
Russell said the insurance company that covers the court members
would probably provide their own
counsel.
Smith said he felt the county was
behind him in filing the suit. "If we
didn't feel like we could win, we
wouldn't have filed the suit," Smith
said.
The plaintiffs are —tring a summary judgement which is an explanation of the law handed down
by the court.

Study
areas
OK'd
By Dareada

NO Options
Prooraws photo/Rodney Ron
For those students who didn't preregister last semester, chances of getting the classes they wanted
were slim as the board in the registration room in Combs 219 showed.

Area students bitten by flu bug
(Continued from Page One)
the-counter drugs for specific symptoms: Tylenol (as a substitute for
aspirin) to relieve fever, headache,
and muscle pain; a decongestant for
a stuffy nose; an antihistamine for
a runny nose; and a cough suppressant for a hacking cough.
This year, according to the Center
for Disease Control, a new strain of
the flu is associated with the latest
winter epidemic. It is termed the
"Taiwan" flu and originated in
Taiwan in the beginning of 1986.

The Taiwan flu popped up this
summer snd has spread faster that
the availability of vaccine, said
Gibbs. Many clinics and doctors
have run out of the new vaccine
liosigned to combat it, according to
the CDC. The Taiwan flu. which
strikes moat often among people
under the age 6f 36, has now been
found in every corner of the
mainland United States, with eight
states reporting widespread outbreaks last week, the CDC said.
Three Kentucky school systems
closed Tuesday due to flu outbreaks.

Counties Msgoffin, Clinton and
Cumberland school officials said
they were told by local health officials and doctors to dose in order
to stop the virus from spreading.

Pneumonia is the most dangerous
complication of flu; warning signs
are chest pain, worsening cough, increased fever and shortness of
breath.

With the vaccines in short supply,
physicians are considering prescribing amantadlne for high-risk patients. High-risk patients include
the elderly and anyone with heart
disease, lung disease, diabetes or
other weakening conditions which
can lead to pneumonia, bronchitis,
laryngitis and sinusitis.

Gibbs said the vaccine is available
at Pattie A. Clay Hospital and the
hospital has reported there hasn't
been much use of it. He said anyone
wishing to get the flu vaccine must
get a prescription from a local doctor. The Student Health Services
can prescribe the vaccine for
students.

During its regular weekly
meeting, Residence Hall Association announced the approval of a
proposal from the organisation to
allow 24-hour co-educational study
areas in the halls.
The approval for the extension
came from University President Dr
H. Hanly Funderburk on Dec 19.'
Individual hall councils will vote on
guidelines for the co-ed study areas.
Each hall may elect to be open 24
hours, however fewer hours can be
adjusted to better suit each hall's
needs.
Hall councils will also vote on
designated areas and how the check
in system will work if they choose
to require one.
The Council of Student Affairs
tabled a proposal which calls for additional open house areas and the
alleviation of alternating day
visiting privileges, which would
allow a seven-day open house.
The proposal states each hall will
be allowed to vote by a majority of
its residents to follow the campuswide open bouse policy or adapt its
own hours.
The hours may be lees than the
campus-wide policy, however they
cannot exceed them.
The research committee will be
comprised of Mary Helen Elba,
RHA president, Mike Lewis RHA
policy chairman, Wynn Walker,
director of public safety, Dan Bertsos, director of admissions and
Jeanette Crockett, dean of Student
Life.
After the issue is further studied,
and definitions are clear cut and
more precise, the proposal will go
before the Board of Regents if passed by the council.
Officer elections were also held
and Lewis was unanimously voted
into the vice president's post,
following the graduation of Cberie
Cleavinger. In addition, Debbie
Dawson, acting secretary was
elected to serve the 1987 spring
term in the position.
Lewis announced some problem
areas in which he and his committee will -n»»a»<W for improving campus life.
Some of the possible areas would
be researching a proposal for placing change aManTaawl around campus, as well as stamp machines.
The committee will also toss
around the idea of proposing legislation to allow residents to build lofts
in their rooms.

MB, tarn

UPER
SIGN
STUDENT SPECIAL
Advertise your fraternity
Send your sweetheart a message
Send a personal message
Birthday message
Valentine message
Want a date with someone?
Put it in lights

Just $10 for personal message
7 to 10 seconds for 24 hrs
Call Howard Case 623-8262
for a spot on the SUPER SIGN
Located near Frisch's

Intnxhiong UawiMl Brown Bag Special a fresh
(lunar of uatc for prop* thai brown bag H everywhere'
Eat In or carry out.. It's a full meal like you'd bring
from home Served hoi ml fiat And ai a apecial price

thai 'II win yuu over 10 brown bagging it at Harder'* again
and again
< 'mon You work hard all morning Make lunch
aomething ajwntal Try Hardetn Brown Bag Special today

V* lb. Cheeseburger
Regular French Fry
& Med. Soft Drink
or
Regular Roast Beef
Regular French Fry
& Med. Soft Drink
No coupon needed

ttardeeir
We're out to win you over.

• ly*iWr*.h«x1Sv«rimliK <«1<«U ar^^^^^
at parti.««iin« Harder . roiiuranri *.. ttaaann majirrd
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Winning
ALL VARIETIES SERVE N SAVE

CRUSH, TAB, SPRITE,
MELLO YELLO, DIET COKE OR

Sliced

Coca

Lunchmeats

Com Dogs

1-LB. PKC.

5-CT. PKC.

EXTRA FANCY 138-SIZE

Saltines
16-OZ. BOX

cola
12-PAK12-OZ. CANS.

FLORIDA REGULAR SIZE

Cranny Smith M Tangelos
OR EXTRA FANCr WASHINGTON RED
OR COLD 138-SIZE DELICIOUS

'/OR CALIFORNIA 113-SIZE
/
SEEDLESS NAVEL

Oranges

EACH

EACH

POTATO CHIPS

RitoLay

Lay's

6Y2-OZ. BAG . .

BATHROOM

hartnin

Tissue
4-PAK

ctf iritti 1M7-TH untH ct ouami non

nmml. MM MM N MM INK M WKti
MM ii tkMMM intf Sim '•'■ Sjt in 11.

/
CALIFORNIA FRESH ICEBERG

40c OFF LABEL
MENNEN DEODORANT

Head

Speed

Lettuce

Stick

HEAD. . .

2 V2-OZ. STICK. .

Bakery Fresh

t

Deli
Bagels

MVE

40<
~r-r

6
For

Hickory

8 inch Mini

Smoked Pork
Barbecue . . LD

Pizza

99
....

For

Go Colonels
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King's dream lives on in minds of students

The Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. led a nonviolent

By Keith Howard
Feetares editor
On the afternoon of Dec. 1. 1955.
in Montgomery, Ala.. Rosa Parks
boarded the bus to be taken home
after a long day at work as a
seamstress in a local department
store.
She paid the bus driver and took
a seat at the front of the bus.
A white man boarded the bus and
Parks was asked to give up her seat
to the man and move to the rear of
the bus.
She quietly and tiredly refused
the driver's demands. The bus
driver pulled over and yelled for a
policeman who then arrested her
and took her to jail.
At this particular time period, the
Montgomery City Bus Lines were
very segregated. Blacks were made
to stand at the rear of the bus even
if there were empty seats at the
front. If a white person boarded the
bus and requested the seat the black
finally found then he was forced by
law to give up that seat.
Blacks were also made to pay the
fares at the front of the bus, then
get off and go to the back of the bus
to get back on. It wasn't anything
unusual for the drivers to pull off
and leave them after they had paid
the fares.
Once Parka was taken to jail she
phoned a good friend of hers; E.D.
Nixon came to the station and signed a bail bond for her release.
Nixon then called the Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. and explained
the incident to him.
They banded together to urge a
boycott of the bus system.
"It's the only way to make the
white folks see that we will not take
Progress illustration/Thomas Marsh
this any longer," said Nixon, according to The Words of Martin Luther
King. Jr., selected by Coretta Scott
march for peace.
King.

'Martin Luther King was a modern day prophet
who set out to correct the injustices that were so
prevalent at the time.'
-Michael Elam
This incident was the spark that
inspired King and millions of other
people to stage a nonviolent war
against segregation of races.
King was assassinated in 1968,
but the hopes and dreams that he
stood for will be remembered today
throughout campus.
As of last year the university
declared King's birthday, Jan. 15. a
national holiday. The holiday,
however, will be observed on the
third Monday this month.
Michael Elam, director of the Office of Minority Affairs, said: "I
would hope and pray that people
will use the time to think about
what Dr. King stood for and try to
commit themselves to something in
life that would help other people. I
think that the bottom line in Dr.
King's life is that we need to not be
selfish individuals, but to give our
lives to help others."
Elam feels that King reached the
heights he did because of his
spiritual involvement "I believe
that all things are possible through
God who strengthens men. Martin
Luther King was a modern day prophet who set out to correct the injustices that were so prevalent at
that time."
Basil Halliday, a 24-year-old
graduate student, helped to form
the Students for King's Dream.
Last year, this group of people
staged nonviolent events around
campus in order to get King's birthday recognized as a holiday here at
the university.
Halliday, who led the nonviolent

march, said they sent in proposal
after proposal to different heads of
the university.
He said trying to get the holiday
recognized was very hard at first,
but with enough pressure in the
right places they were able to accomplish their goal.
Halliday said, "If you were to ask
me who I thought was the most influential person since the founding
of our country, I would have to say
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
"I think all the other people
wanted to create change, but in
terms of the numbers and the
significance of the change. I think
his work overshadows anybody
else's accomplishments."
Halliday has his own plans for the
upcoming holiday. "Sort of ait
back and reflect on what the holiday
should be about as opposed to what
it is really about. Sort of contemplate as to what caused this man
to go to the extents that he did to
accomplish what he did," said
Halliday.
There will be activities scheduled
throughout today. From 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. there will be a presentation in
Conference Room A of the Powell
Building. At 4 p.m. a chapel service
will be held in the Chapel of Meditation. There will also be a candlelight
vigil for students who wish to say
what King means to them and their
organization. At 7:30 p.m. there will
be a memorial program, led by the
Rev. Thomas Peoples.

University Pals rewarding experience for children
By Denlae Keenan
Staff writer
An organization on campus is
devoting time and hoping singleparent households with their
children by sponsoring a type of
big brother and big sister
activity.
The program is called the
university Pals and is sponsored
by the Student Association.
In order to participate, a stuIdent may fill out an application
at the Student Association office
which will later be screened by
Neil Roberta, junior marketing
major and director of the Pale
program.
Roberta is responsible for trying to find what he considers a
compatible match between student and child, which he said is
a sometimes precarious job.

"I try to match the people by
what they say on the application
because if it doesn't work out it's
bad on the kid," Roberta said.
"We do a variety of things, but
at least one hour a week is set
aside for the pals because
students don't have much time,"
he said of the child sponsors.

"It's one of the most useful
programs on campus; the kids
really enjoy it and get a lot out
of it, that's what it's all about,"
he said.
The organization presently has
a list of people waiting to be
assigned to a little pal, although
the ages of the children range
from 2 to 16.

A sponsor is responsible for
entertaining the pal for at least
one hour a week, and the activities may vary. The activities
planned are subject to the approval of the parent, although,
according to Roberta, most
parents prove to be very
cooperative.

Roberta has been active in the
organization for about a year,
but this is his first semester as
director. Proceeding him in the
directorship were his brother,
George Roberts, a university
graduate who later p eased it on
to Carrie Abney who is no longer
attending the university.

Roberts said he is very op
timimtir about the pt ogress of the
program.

"It was a bad situation when
I got it," he said of the program.
"A lot of the people have moved

and have not been in touch with
the Pals office and I don't know
whether to pull their files or not.'
Although the student sponsor
of a pal is required to spend time
with their pals, the organization
itself also funds some outings.
"We had a Halloween party
but we were late getting started.
The main thing is the kids learn
a lot from pals. It gives them a
role model and helps unwind
them; gets them out of the bouse
with people besides the family,"
Roberts said.
Besides the Halloween party
the organization also had a picnic last spring which was held at
Fort Boonesborough State Park.
"It was great, the kids really
enjoyed the water," he said.
One of the things Roberts said

be would like to see happen while
he ia director is more student involvement by promoting
Taking the children out may
prove to be rewarding, but the
parent's input is still an important part of the cooperation process. The parents must approve
the activity the pals have planned. "It's under the parent's
discretion how much the child
can do," be said.
According to Paige Williams,
a participant in the program.
"The experience ia very rewarding to her," she said of her 4-yearold pal. "I first beard about Pals
through s friend, and it seemed
like s worthwhile thing to do.
I've been involved for about a
year and a half.
"It's really writing when she's

waiting for you to come and get
her."
Some of the activities Paige includes is taking her pal out to the
'duck pond behind the Stratum
Building, taking her out to eat
and taking her up to her Chi
Omega sorority floor.
"She loves to come up to the
floor and the girls get a kick out
of her," she said. "We mainly eat
out.
"Sometimes I feel I don't have
the time to see her, but when I
do see her I feel so much better.
Sometimes I feel it's better for
me than it is for her."
Anybody interested in becoming involved in the university
pals can contact the Student
Association or Neil Roberts who
can be reached at 5754.

Yearbook design features style of the 1920s
developed in Paris in the 1920s.
By Heather Burkhart
"The colors will be mauves and
Staff writer
soft pastels," he said.
In early May, you can expect to
see s lot of students persuing the
The publication's student editor,
pagea of the newly-delivered
Robert Hughes, decides on most of
Milestone. This month, however,
the concepts, and Bailey oversees
the staff is busy putting the ,- _ the entire project Bailey said the
fjaJsMsj touches on the university's
schedule is hectic from late August
yearbook.
to late February
Larry Bailey, who ia the director
of alumni affairs, also serves as the
"We're never on schedule," be
said. "I think that only one year in
adviser to the Milestone.
my memory of the Milestone haa
Bailey said the yearbook staff everything met the deadlines. That
consiats of 16 volunteers whose was 1982."
■oaJtJBjM Mip from photographers
The yearbook operates under a
to layout workers. According to March 1 deadline After that date,
Bailey, these volunteers are selected the printer haa from the middle of
by him and are approved by the Stu- March to May 1 to have the book
dent Publication Board.
printed and delivered.

"Unless the size of the book
changes, we always have the same
number of pictures to take and
stories to write, and the same
amount of layout to do," he said.
According to Bailey, the yearbook
was first published in 1922. Its
predecessor, the Cream and Crimson, waa first printed a few years
after 1906.

Last August, the staff began considering a theme for the upcoming
publication, as well as graphic
elements and time allotments.

Bailey ia optimistic about the
latest Milestone.
"I think it's going to be a good
book," he said. "You're never really sure how good the book is going
to be until you have a final bound
copy in your hand."

"We're looking to use graphics
that are new and interesting,'' said
Bailey, who haa been that publication's adviser since 1977. "We
usually try to keep the theme and
cover design under wrsps until the
book is delivered."
He said the new Milestone will
feature an art deco flavor. Art deco
ia a prismatic, geometric style that

Bailey said although the staff
reliee on a photographic service provided by the Office of Public Information, moat of the photo work ia
produced by students.
He said the preparation for
creating the yearbook involves
countless hours.
"There are a lot of all-night and
all-weekend sessions,'' said Bailey.
"I've never figured out how many
hours of production it takes. (The
number of hours) would probably be
scary.

He added the yearbook has been
printed every year since it began except for 1944. During World War II,
a shortage of ink, paper and
photographic supplies occurred. As
a result of the shortage, only a small
booklet containing class pictures
and photos of the campus was
published.

Bailey said the yearbook will include a section on fashions and fads
"We're trying to write a history
book for this campus, for this year,''
he said. "We try to make a judgment on what people are going to
want to remember 20 years from
now."

Photo by/Sam Maples

Kristi Jenkins, left, and Robert Hughes work on yearbook layout.
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Activities
Students chosen
for Who's Who

EMTs provide
medical aid
to tired fans
By Beth Jewitt
Staff writer
The crowd is on ita feet in a
■weltering August Hanger Field
during a Colonel home game.
A possible situation: All of a sudden a man in the crowd clutches his
cheat fainting. Screaming, his wife
struggles to support his weight.
Within minutes two young people
wearing navy blue shirts with
fluorescent striped sleeves appear.
They carry hand-held, two-way
radios.
The two professional-looking people are actually university students.
They are members of a service
organization
called Student
Emergency Care Association. The
club staffs all home football games
and some basketball games with
about four groups of two emergency medical teams.
Club adviser John Repede said
SEMCA members staff the games
on a voluntary basis. "They receive
no recognition or compensation for
that. They're always there, standing
in the rain or when its hot. They
have to wear those jackets to be
identified."
The club members are supervised
by a department adviser during the
games. Their equipment and funding is furnished by the Emergency
Medical Technicians Department.
An ambulance is provided by the
Madison County Ambulance Service and SEMCA members tune into their radio frequency.
SEMCA President Doug Lamb, a
Paintlick native, said teamwork is
a main requirement to providing
emergency medical care. "In preparing for the ballgames, we get
together to see who's going to work

where. We are equipped with radios
so we bsve communication among
one another.
"If it's extra hot, we go over
medical emergencies that might
arise secondary to the heat. If it's
kind of cold we might go over
emergencies secondary to the cold.
We have to be on our toes at all
times," he said.
"If we have a patient who we
think needs to be transported or
needs further medical attention,
we'll contact our adviser," Lamb
said. "If the adviser thinks the ambulance needs to be called, the adviser will call the ambulance."
At least one member of each team
of two must be a certified emergency medical technician It takes
about one semester at the university to get an emergency technician
certification through the state of
Kentucky.
"The bad thing about emergency
medicine is that it changes all the
time," Lamb said. "The university
has been really good about keeping
up with the changes and letting us
learn the equipment. Plus we get s
lot of hands-on experience with the
equipment"
Started in 1980. the organization
now has about 20 members. Repede
said during the past two football
seasons, SEMCA has medically serviced an average of 26 people each
season or two to three people per
game.
In addition to servicing university functions, SEMCA members
learn other life-saving techniques
such as the jaws of life, rapeuing
and rafting.

Photo submitted

EMTs participate in a training session.
"I started out aa a broadcasting
major." Lamb said. "I took an EMT
course and got hooked." Lamb has
been a SEMCA member for the past
four semesters.
Christy Morris, a senior from
Louisville, is one of 10 paramedic
majors. "It's very contagious. It's
an interesting field," she said.
Morris has been a SEMCA
member for two semesters. "The
few ballgames I've worked, I've
been in the first-aid room. So I
haven't been really where the action
is. There are no patients that really
stand out in my mind. We treat a lot
of beat exhaustion."
The first-aid room is located in the
Begley Building on the right side of
the main entrance ramp. "It's not
well known," Morris said. "There
aren't too many people who go to
the first-aid room."
Even though first-aid information
is announced before football games,
she said many people don't realize

where the room is located. "We sit
in the first-aid room and people walk
by. The door is open and it's painted
on the door, but nobody sees it,"
Morris said of the room during
games.
Both Lamb and Morris agreed the
university emergency care program
is not as easy as one might think.
The program was the first in the
state to be accredited with the
American Medical Association.
"It's pretty strict," Lamb said.
"You have to keep a 2.0 GPA and
the classes are pretty hard."

"You have to maintain 80 percent
to stay in," Morris said "They have
a higher grading scale for us. A C
is 80 percent, 86 percent is a B' and
94 percent is an 'A.'
Lamb said SEMCA members do
not have to be EMT majors. Club
dues are $16 each semester or $20
each year. The student dub is affiliated with the National Association of Emergency Medical
Technicians

By Amy Caodill
Staff writer
Sixty-six seniors have been
chosen for Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities
and Colleges.
Dr. Hayward M. "Skip" Daugherty, dean of Student Services, said
faculty members are sent s letter
asking them if they hsve any
students to nominate for the
program.
In order to be nominated,
students must have been in at least
two student organizations during
their college career, have 90 credit
hours and have a grade point
average of at least 2.76. Students
who have a 3.0 GPA and meet the
other requirements are automatically nominated.
After the faculty have turned in
their nominations, the Office of Student Services sends a letter to the
nominees informing them of their
nomination and atlrHg them to fill
out a form about themselves and to
name two faculty members and one
organization adviser who can serve
aa references for them, Daugherty
said.
A letter is then sent to the people
given as references asking them to
rate the nominee on a scale of one
to 10 for the scholarship, leadership
and university community service,
Daugherty said.
After the ratings have been
returned, the Office of Student Services compiles the results and sends
them to the Who's Who committee,
which is made up of deans and a few
adminstrators.
Daugherty said the 66 seniors
with the greatest number of points
receive s letter of congratulations,
a certificate on awards day and mention in the yearbook as well as in the
Who's Who publication.
Daugherty added the whole process takes about three months to
complete. He said there were about

600 nominations this year.
He said the Who's Who program
has been used for about 60 years
nationwide. Colleges and universities are permitted to choose their
own format for the program.
Denise Brothers, a business
education major from Brooksville,
said, "I felt honored that they chose
me."
"I thought it was really nice that
professors get in touch in person,"
she said. "I think it's pretty effective because if the professors get to
know you; they're a pretty good
judge." Brothers said.
Jennifer Hargadon, a French major from Waddy, said, "It was an
honor. I was very glad. It took so
long to find out anything that I
thought they had forgotten."
Below is the list of students chosen for
this nomination:
Pamela Adams, Karen S. Ball. Elizabeth
Barber. Julie Beiehler. Stephen Bennett.
Karri 1. Bingeman. Audrey M. Bortner.
and.
James H. Brooks, Mary Brothers,
Sheila Casey. Ronald Crafton, Jeffrey L.
Craig, Elisabeth Crawford. Cecilia J.
Crosby, Amy DeCamp, Susan Denney,
William M. Downey. Mary H Ellis, Toni
M. French, Sondra Hafling, Jennifer
Hargadon, Ron Harrison. Carolyn
Henry, and,
Laura A. Hesselbrock. Tracy Hobbe.
Lisa A. Hunt, Clair E. Jacobs, Gregory
A. Lay, Jennifer Leinwsber. Denise
Lichty. Anthony S. Lockhard. Heidi
Lose, Shantae L Lucas, Tammy L Martin, Terri A. Martin, James E. Rainay.
Wendell C. Reed, Carolyn Rogers.
Patricia A. Roper. Everett Samuels,
Deborah Scheer, Ronald R. Scott.
Waleed Siddiqui. Gregory F. Simpson,
also.
Susan M. Skarbowski. Lisa J. Smith.
Theresa J. Snath, Marsha A. Steinbrock.
Kathleen Stone, Laura F. Strange, Mary
B. Strange. Theresa Terrell. Mark R.
Turpin. Beth VonMohr. Erik Wesley.
Janet White. David B. Wicker. Sally
Wilfert, Leslie P. Williams. Renee Wolfe.
Jennifer L Wolfford, and Deborah
WoUert.
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'Textbooks and special orders not included.
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Captain
D's,
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Rangers capture
victory in contest

Club
moves
forward

By Debbie Tsjrlor
Staff writer

By Becky Clark

Stiff writv
The Geographical Travel Society
g°t * alow start when it was formed on campus last spring semester,
but according to President David
Groth they have many activities
planned for the spring semester of
1987.
Groth said the dub was started in
order to give the 27 geography maProflre
jors a chance to do something
Making their pitch
~ i******™* R°»
together.
"Our new department chairman The beginning of the spring semester also marked the beginning of spring fraternity rush. Todd
encouraged all of us to become more Marksberry, a senior marketing major from Burlington, and Drew Holloway, a senior horticulture
active this semester, and we decidmajor from Louisville, talk to Brett Larimer, an undeclared freshman from Calvert Gty, about
ed we needed something to keep us
joining Beta Theta Pi.
together,' said Groth, a senior land
use pi—sM major.
Gamma Theta Upislon is a national honorary society while the
Geographical Travel Society is only at the university.
Groth said the club has not been
active this semester, but the
members hsve been doing
geography-related jobs.
Group meeting
Chapel sets hours
The two most important jobs the
Students Against Multiple
Campus Crusade For Christ will
geography majors have done are
The university Chapel of MeditaSclerosis will be meeting Jan. 21 at
be sponsoring two programs Jan. 21
taking air photos and interpretation
tion will be open from 7 a.m. to 10
6 p.m. in the J aggers Room of the
and 22. Traveling lecturer Ron
for a consulting firm out of
Raulston will be speaking at the p.m. Monday through Friday, from
Frankfort. Also, four of the Powell Building. Semester goals include
busting
MS,
raising
more
first program named "Greek Life" noon to 6 p.m. Saturday, and from
members have been creating a map
2 p.m. to 10 pan. Sundays. The
money than any other university
on "What College Women Desire in chapel is available for meditation,
of the Cumberland Valley Area
participating in the program and to
the
Ideal
Man."
The
second
proDistrict around Nashville, Tenn.
prayer, quiet reflection and personal
win the concert sponsored and
gram. "College Life," win be on "In
For the spring semester, the acrminnoling It is nondenominational
broadcast by MTV. All organizasearch of the Perfect Ten. "Both lectivities planned are a graduate retions are encouraged to get involvtures will be held 7 p.m. in the as well as nonpartison to any parquirement exam study session ones
ticular religion. For further informaed.
Call
Jennifer
Leinweber
at
5283
Adams Room of the Wallace tion, contact the chapel at 1723.
a week, field trips and guest
for
more
information.
Building.
speakers.
According to Groth, the field trips
are trips to a caving expedition to
A free throw contest will be held
An intramurals basketball ofLipsynch contestants are needed
Sinking Valley in Pulasld County, a
Jan. 22 st 6 p.m. in the Begiey
for
the
annual
Rock
Alike
contest
ficials
clinic
will
be
held
Jan.
20
st
hike through Red River Gorge and
sponsored by Students Against Building. Finalists playoff is in
possibly a trip to Mammoth Cave. 8:46 p.m. in the Begiey Building,
Multiple Sclerosis. Participants will Alumni Coliseum st the ColonelRoom
146.
Those
interested
in
spSome of the speakers planned are
Tennessee Tech basketball game.
retired professor. Dr. Milos Sebeor, plying may attend. Wage is $4 a compete Feb. 26. The winner will All students and faculty invited.
make
a
video
which
will
be
sent
to
game.
For
more
information
contact
who was born in Czechoslovakia and
the regional competition. The na- For more information contact the
geography department Chairman the Division of Intramurals st 1244.
tional competition will be broadcast Division of Intramurals at 1244.
Dr. Wihna Walker who has travelon
MTV. Call Jennifer Leinweber st
ed in Europe and Africa.
6283
for more information.
The
film
"Martin
Luther
King,
Also plsimwri is s slide presentaThe university yearbook is looktion by geography student Tom Jr.: An Amazing Grace" will be
ing for interested students to assist
Dazell who worked for a conserva- shown Jan. 20 at 7:30 p.m. in
Anyone interested in radio sales in production of the yearbook. For
tion company in Oregon for coop. Palmer Hall's study lounge.
call Bob Wolfinger at 1883. No ex- more information contact Robert
"Since only three people graduate Refreshments will be served during
perience necessary. College credit Hughes at 623-6979. Sam Maples at
in December, I think it will become the film. For more information call
the
Palmer
Hall
front
desk
st
1708.
3692 or the Milestone office at 1686.
available.
stronger as a club," Groth said.

Campus clips
Programs held

Jobs available

Contest held

Contest sponsored

Dr. King film shown

Milestone seeking help

Radio sales job
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SURPRISE YOUR GREEK FRIEND!

PIONEER AUTO PARTS

Make Him or Her a Paddle or Other
Creative Gift Right In Our Store!

10% OFF WITH STUDENT I.D.
excluding spark plugs, oil or special items'

EASY CREATIONS

Mon-Fri 8:00*30
Sat 8:006:00

Southern Hills Plaza

New Location at 421 Big Hill Ave.

623-5904

Back
EKU!

HAROLD'S LAUNDRY CENTER

Attendant on duty
Clean, wholesome atmosphere
Open 7 days - 8 am-9 pm
Free video games
Wash, dry 4 told service

8..W.M fUU»
a»«Mf. - .»«,■ - iMta.
il-4, M... ft-,,. - M.,.

SOUTHERN HILLS PLAZA
OPEN 7:30am-8:30pm

•
j
•
:

.. •> f.M- l.'K"

Send a 'Balloon 'Bouquet Oodau
1 mylar, 3 reg. »>ith ainiy
*10.00
1 mylar, 6 rea. nfith can&y
3 mylar With candy

$13.00

*13.00

7Ud a Singing Clox/n, Qorilla or
Man about Oonin-for an ao^itioral >1Q

The second event was a test of
grenade skills. Eight members from
each university had to run 60
meters and throw three grenades st
a designated target 26 meters away.
The number of grenades thrown
through the two-meter opening in
the target determined the scoring.
The university placed fourth in the
event.
The squads were sent to a wooded area where the team leader gave
the members of the squad informatics mcluding directions on where to
locate small red triangles containing
special codes. The leader did not
know exactly where they were,
however be knew vicinities and he
had to convey accurate locations of
the triangles so the codes could be
returned to the leader as soon as
possible.
The university csptured the
marksmanship event. Eight
members of each squad were allowed to shoot 14 bullets at a target

rally point and move back to neutral

The final leg of the competition
was s 10-killimeter road march
where all eight team members marched with boots, 30 to 40 pounds of
equipment and rifles.
Cavanaugh said. "By Sunday, the
guys were so physically exhausted
that to see them encouraging each
other and putting everything they
had into finishing that race was
tremendous."
He said, "These m some of the
finest ROTC cadets in the nation.
They came together and competed
in one of the most intense
challenges."
Other schools participating were
University of Kentucky, University
of Louisville, Morehesd State
University, Western Kentucky
University and Cumberland College.

n

JACK'

ONE HOUR CLEANERS
Phone 623-6244
205 Water St., Richmond, Ky

QUALITY DRYCLEANING
AT REASONABLE PRICES SINCE 1964
• INSURED STORAGE -SUEDE & LEATHER
• ALTERATIONS
SERVICE
Experienced Silk Cleaning
FREE PARKING AT THE DOOR

Tenants on duty to WASH, DRY & FOLD

Dixie Plaza (Across Irom Lowe's)
t^
t*
*
v*
•

The competition began Nov. 14
with the Army Physical Fitness
Test which eight cadets from each
team participated in. They were required to do as many push-up and
sit upe as possible within s twominute time period, as well as run
two miles in 12 minutes.

The purpose of the patrol was to
not let the aggressor know that the
squad is out there. The teams, under
the direction of Keith Lynch, had to
patrol 2,000 meters without light
and without violating noise disciple
to in order to secure an objective.
The objective could be a guarded
bridge, a guarded missile site or a
railroad terminal and the team must
take control of it, gather necessary
intelligence and leave the objective
without being captured, Cavanaugh
said.
The team must then gather at a

"COME TO A CLEAN LAUNDRY"

Soap Opera
Laundromat

Welcome

•23-14O0

Last November nine members of
the university ROTC program marched to s first-place victory in the
first Ranger Challenge sponsored by
the university.
The competition was s aeriee of
physical and mental tests ranging
from rifle assembly to combat
patrol. Schools from West Virginia.
Kentucky
and
Maryland
participated
Maj. Pat Cavanaugh. a military
science instructor for seniors preparing to become officers, said. "The
Ranger Challenge was s very grueling physical and mental series of
events to improve the leadership
skills of our cadets."

containing seven buQseyes. No more
than two shots could be counted for
and points were assigned for each
bullseye hit
Weapons assembly followed
marksmanship with the university
placing second behind the squad
from the University of West
Virginia. The rangers from each
group had to assemble an M16 rifle
and a marhin* gun.
The fifth competition was won by
the university in combat patriot.
Cavanaugh said. "We trained hard
for this event. Because of its importance, it was worth more points."

PHONE 624-9641

Balloons-To-Go
Bobbins Motel 34
Eastern By-pass
Dixie—62*0538
Let Us "Balloon" Your
VALENTINE

•

'We want to loan you some money!
Microwaves
Gold Jewelry
Diamonds
Silver Coins
Typewriters
Guns
Scrap Gold A Silver (class

Color TV'S
35 MM Camera*
VCR a Video Camera*
Musical Instruments
Stereos
rings, broken chains, etc.)

We BUY-SELL-TRADE & PAWN
these items and most anything of value.

Don't let those bills pile upCome see us today!

Jims Pawn Shop
3rd ft Water Streets

623-2810

the flower alternative

#s

Winter Specials!

AKS
SERVICE SPECIAL
Lube-Oil-Filter
with free 27 point inspection!
(If) Q^
V l"-v7<J

Indudaa InMMIIiiii or on mm and S querti
of oU wWi OhSSBS lubrication

•MM » MOT Toroa « 0 H VM«M

SERVICE SPECIAL
Electronic Engine Tune-Up

$35.95

4cyte

You Save $9.00

law a mm loya. > on "■•

University
rovoi.-'
-—.U4.U.J
,..*«.. 25,™.

BUO. OLDS

I. \MIKN BV.fW*

^TW£VE

GOT MORE T/W/^-rA
FORMDU! I VjlKjTfK
PARTS AND SERV^E

HKIIMOM) fct

WANT MORE
THAN A
DESK JOB?
Looking for an exciting and
challenging career
where each day is different?
Many Air Force people
have such a career as Pilots
and Navigators. Maybe you
can join them. Find out
if you qualify. Contact your
Air Force recruiter today.
Call
MSgt Dennis Undaervood
(502) 568-6386
collect

Air

Speedy Oil and Lube $12.95
Brakes from
Shocks from

$49.95
$17.95 ea.

Mufflers from

$19.95

Over 1,000,000 mufflers sold.
VVte have to be fast.

Richmond Exhaust
Eastern By-Pass
(Next to Jerry'si
Richmond, Ky.
624-0190

exhaust

pro

-
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Arts/ Entertainment
Exhibits
display
realism

Sutton receives
grant for poetry
By Dettada Douglas
Staff writer
Dr. Dorothy M. Sutton, associate
professor in the university's English
department, was awarded a $2,000
grant by the Kentucky Foundation
for Women Dec. 22.
She said she plans to use $1,000
to stay at home this summer and
work on her writing instead of having to teach during summer session.
The other $1,000 will be spent in her
application to the Bread Loaf
Writers Conference in Vermont in
August, she said.
If accepted, she will get to sit in
on lectures of well-known poets for
one week, and in the next week she
will be able to submit her
manuscripts to the poets for review
and comments.

By Phil Bowling
Arts editor
The first art exhibit of the
semester opened this week and is
sure to please any fan of traditional drawings and print

The exhibit features the work
of Robert Lasuka and Dan
Shindelbower. While their works
are from different mediums, the
displayed items are lighter,
simplistic subjects and can be
easily appreciated by anyone.
The exhibit opened Monday in
the Giles Gallery of the Jane F.
Campbell Building and will run
through Feb. 6.
Single themes seemed to provoke many works by both artists, particularly those by
Laeajfca Keys, fish and electronic
components are major themes for
his displayed items.
The three works dealing with
keys are simplistic, but could be
deeply analyzed for hidden
significance concerning their
titles. These works are titled.
"Open Alibi" "Passages" and
"Northeast Passage."

KeyS tO the past
Photos by Phil Bowling
"Passages," (above) by Robert Lazuka and Dan
Shidelbower's "Uncle Billy" are both currently
on display in the Giles Gallery.

Review
Lazuka'a excellent work in
printmaking brings the images
out and forces you to take a second look. Some of the more colorful works to look for are
"Jahmbi Heights" and "Cascade
Tropical."
On the other hand, you can
delete all the actual color and find

many outstanding works by
Shindelbower. Although his
works are drawings and done
completely in lead pencil, the color of his subjects replace any
desire for tinting.
While walking through the exhibit and studying his works, you
can obtain the feeling of knowing
Shindelbower's lifetime experiences. The artist displays
many works dealing with com-

mon streetlife in a section of
older downtown America.
Shidelbowar draws what he
sees and creates a realism with
his bhintness. His works feature
poorly dressed working men,
junkyards and children playing
in the streets.
Some works to look for from
Shindelbower are "Uncle Billy."
"Behind the Paramount." "Brick
Cleaner" and "Self-Portrait."

International film series scheduled
By Joe Griggs
Staff writer
This semester the International
Film Series, s program that has
been operating at the university for
the past three years, will be offering
a different foreign film two nights
on a weekly basis to help entertain
and educate students.
The showings are free to students
and will be run in Room 108 of the
John Grant Crabbe Library. Films
will be shown on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m., and will
be changed every week.
In the past, films were shown once
a week, but it has been changed for
those who have a schedule conflict.
Dr. Joe Flory of the International

Students department and originator
of the program said, "We're trying
to show international films that
students can see without going to
Lexington or Louisville." The films
are selected to help educate
students on ways, history and
cultures of various places in the
world, and possibly to aid them with
their classes. "We're trying to
choose films with classes in mind,"
be said.
Although some might expect the
films to be old and mostly foreign
language, this is not the case. A
great deal of them are made in
English speaking countries, and
most are fairly recent.
The films scheduled to be shown
this seme* Ur are The Gods Must Be

Crazy. (South Africa), Jan. 27, 28;
Ron, (Japan), Feb. 3, 4; La Nuit de
Vartnnes, (France, Italy), Feb. 10,
11; Swept Away by an Unusual
Destiny, (Italy). Feb. 17, 18; Entre
Nous. (France). Feb. 24. 26; The
Bostonians, (Britain), March 3, 4;
My Brilliant Career, (Australia),
March 10,11; Elsni. (France). March
31, April 1; The Tin Drum, (Germany), April 7, 8.
The films are selected by the International Film Committee, a very
informal committee that can be joined by virtually any faculty member.
Flory said, "We're trying to show
high-quality films." He also encourages students to help the committee in selecting the films.
The films are mostly on

videotapes, which are ordered and
financed through the Instructional
Media Department. Because of the
low prices of videotapes, the films
are not at all expensive to rent.
The films are aimed mainly at
educational purposes and the committee tries to keep close ties with
the foreign language and cultural
departments to avoid competition.
Flory said, "We're not trying to
compete with local theaters or student activities."
Last semester, the showings
averaged approximately 30 people
per night, depending on the film.
Gandhi, for example, gained full attendance when it wss played.

Phone 1 Lounge

Sally Bingham, one heir to the
Louisville Bingham family fortune
and president of the foundation,
began issuing grants to "anybody
who is willing to help Kentucky
women in some way," said Sutton.
"She feels like women in general
have not had opportunity to develop
themselves artistically because
they devote themselves to the family and doing things of that sort,"
said Sutton. "She spoke at the
reception where we were awarded
the grants and she said she not only wanted to help us financially, but
she wanted to let us know someone
cared."
To apply for the grant, Sutton
said she filled out a form explaining
why she wanted the grant and she
sent in 15 poems. She had to send
the names of two people who she
would like to recommend her and
they had to send letters explaining
why she was qualified.
Sutton said she became interested
in poetry whan her mother first read
children's poetry to her. In high
school, she published her works in
several local and national newsletters. She said she quit writing when
she married and began raising s
family.
Ten years ago she started sending
off poems again, and she said it has

just been in recent years that aha
has decided to put more time into it.
Having been born just a few miles
up the road from National Poet
Laureate Robert Perm Warren, she
said that is one reason she remained interested in poetry.
"In Kentucky we don't have very
good elementary and secondary
schools, yet that shouldn't keep us
from learning; we can still learn
everything we can," said Sutton.
"Perm Warren was just a real inspiration to me, and still is," she
said.
Sutton has had her works published in such publications as:
"Pegasus." a magarine published
by the Kentucky State Poetry
Society; "Wind," s national publication out of Pikeville, and "Poetry
Miscellany," which is another national publication in Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Sutton said she doss not write the
poems for money, although money
is sometimes an incentive. When she
is given money for a reading, she
said she likes to use it to buy stamps
to send out more poems.
In November she did a poetry
reading at a conference sponsored
by the South Atlantic Modern
Language Association in Atlanta,
and in March aha will read at a
forum for the Kentucky Philological
Association in Louisville. She will
read at the English Department
Forum sponsored by the Kentucky
Arts Council and the College of Art*
and Humanities March 26.
She will give a reading at 7:30
p.m. Feb. 12 at the Artaplace in Lexington.
"My poems are very regional and
personal," said Sutton.
Shs is currently teaching a
modern poetry course in the English
department.
"The main thing that I expect
from the class is great joy," she
said. "It's just a pleasure to go into a room and discuss the poems
and observe when the students
finally catch on to something."

Dr. Marion Roberts. O.D.
Optometrist
205V* Geri Lane
Richmond, Ky. 40475

Presents

BY APPothT*\errr om.v
» Tm»., T>iurs.. P»i..- S-.00 *>.m. 5-.00 p.sn.
Wed, & tat > t-.OO a.m... \l-.QQ P tr>
(606)62*4*4$

Jan. 14-17, Fire Department
Jan. 21-24. New York
Jan. 28-31. Everyone's Daughter
Feb. 5-7. Greg Austin Band
Richmond's only Rock & Roll night spot.

Contact lenses
Daily Wear - Extended Wear - Bifocals
Change the Color of Your Eyes with

Are You Too Proud To Earn
$20 Weekly To Help Save
A Life?
Are you too proud to take
$10 for helping save a life?
Everyday, thousands of
sick and injured people
desperately need donations of
blood plasma. If you're a healthy
adult, your body makes more
plasma than you need. So
there's absolutely no reason
why plasma should be in such
critically short supply.

It's easy. It takes about an
hour and a half. And it could
make the difference for someone who really needs it.
If you're not too proud to
help, give plasma today. Call
Richmond Plasma Center for
complete details. Do it now.

624-9814

Extended Wear
Soft Lcr ses

s^3ir-

For All na>

;

A. :

"N grit U —a

DAILY WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES
AND
COLORED EXTENDED WEAR LENSES
Member of
Kentucky Optometric Association
and
American optometric Association,
Certified in Contact Lenses
by the
National Research Foundation
Member of
Section on Contact Lenses
also of
The American Optometric Association

THE CONTACT LENS CENTER
205'/• Gen Lane
Richmond. Ky. 40475
623-6643
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Director
changes
choir

Creativity gives solution
writer needs for boredom
It is unfortunate to report that
constant travel has ceased and we
are dropping into low gear for a
semester of hard studies.
Hopefully, this attempt to change
my lifestyle will go farther than
these pages.
Prior to the set in of these hardened, strenuous times, we have time
for a quick wrap-up of holiday and
ot travel I

By Denlae KMUI
Staff writer
The choral director of the music
department has made a mark on
campus over his eight-year reign
here.
Dr. David Oreenlee has incorporated his expertise by bringing
the show choir to campus, redesigning the madrigal dlMMr Mad changing the traditional yearly performance of the "Messiah" to alternating years.

It was a constant battle during
my brief break from college to keep
occupied. However, it turned into a
useless effort after the first week.
Boredom is the key to creativity.
Often it takes that extreme a—I
of boredom to make your mind
search for ideas.
All you have to do is jump in your
car and begin on your search. First,
stop and get gasoline, who knows
where you may travel.

Greenlee, a graduate of Ball
University,
obtained
his
undergraduate and master's
degrees in voice at Ball State and
received his doctorate in music from
the University of Indiana.
Among the changes Greenlee has
brought to the university, one
change has been implemented. "I instituted an event in the spring called the Spring Choral Classic, which
two years ago performed
Beethoven's 'Ninth Svmphony,'" he
said.
According to Greenlee, the spring
classic may be the only opportunity to perfotin a major choral work.
Greenlee said he has been interested in music all his life. "I was
heavily involved in high school. I
was a drum major, played trumpet
in the stage band, the full high
school route.

Progress file photo

David Greenlee introduces the show choir.
farming community. "I started the
second high school show choir in the
state of Indiana," he said.
Greenlee then decided to go back
to Ball State and obtain his
master's degree. "At the time I was
assistant to the conductor of the Indianapolis symphonic choir, which
is a professional choir of over 200
voices that sing; plus I was a professional soloist at three churches,"
he said.

"From there I went to Ball State
for my undergraduate degree, as a
voice major. I participated in every
choir they had in addition to being
a student conductor. I even started
my own choir."
Greenlee was very dedicated to
his career, but it also proved to be
a profitable venture for him. "I
made all my spending money in college by ninging in three churches.
Friday, I performed at the Jewish
Synagogue, Saturday, the Seventh
Advent Church, and Sunday, the
Episcopal Church," he said.
After college Greenlee taught
high school for three years in a small

Greenlee said that was when he
realized he wanted more than to
teach high school. "It was then I
realized that my future was at a
greater level than being satisfied
teaching high school so I quit the
high school and went to Indiana
University to get my doctorate in
music.
"While I was at IU. I directed an

all girl show choir called the Belles
of Indiana We toured all over the
United States for the school of
music.
"We constantly keep wanting to
upgrade our talent, especially in the
eye of the high school people. We
want them to see that we really are
a first-rate school of music. We're
very proud of our department and
our program is every bit as good as
the University of Kentucky's.
"We're like coaches; we just have
to keep winning. When you have a
losing season nobody notices you.
A a long as you can keep
perpetuating a winning season then
you have a better chance of high
school students looking at you and
saying, 'Hey, that bunch at
Eastern's really got their act
together,' " he said.

Your trip may turn into an afternoon in the outskirts of town or on
a two-hour road trip. Believe me, I
took at least six trips during the
holidays.
Believe it or not this can turn into an exciting afternoon. In a typical
hometown there are several rural
roads designed especially for this
purpose.
On the other hand, there is an interstate located nearby to your
hometown just waiting for you to
travel. From my hometown, I can
quickly travel to Huntington or
Charleston, W. Va-

Bits and pieces

Phil Bowling
in these two cities, you have a
great deal of excitement going on
continually. Huntington is the home
of Marshall University snd
therefore has all the traits of s college town, plus a clean, uprising
city.
The city offers nice downtown
shopping, endless movie theaters,
fast food, deli and high-quality
restaurants.
Just outside the immediate
downtown section. Huntington has
a nice planetarium and observatory.
The dty also has its own glass factory. Handblown glass items and
diahware are manufactured and
shipped nationwide from this
factory.
In addition to the downtown
scene. Huntington also has s large
shopping mall outside the city. The
mall is boasted as the state's largest
mall with over 100 shops and major
stores.
Although I have not counted the
stores, I will give the mall credit for
having a wide variety of stores.
Generally, if you need something,
it can be found somewhere in this

mall. The mall contains standard
book, record, card, and toy shops as
well as specialty leather, tobacco
and candle shoos.
However, if you are bored and
just want to look further, a trip to
the Charleston Towne Center can be
useful. This mall's only entrances
are through a completely enclosed
parking complex.
The Towne Center picks up where
the Huntington Mall left off in the
areas of creativity. The shopping
complex is three stories high and
has two glass elevators.
Other featuree of the building include a running waterfall from the
third floor and live plants and water
wells with fountains surrounding
the shops.
The third floor of the complex is
completely food. The shops range
from specialty food to standard
chain fast food stores. The shops are
all open bar-type and in the center
of the floor ia patio furniture
seating.
The eating section is left open to
look down upon the shoppers below.
The ceiling above is completely
glass and gives the feeling of outdoor dining.
A unique factor of this building is
the anchor stores are spread onto
two floors. Each of the major stores
have inner-store accessabihty to the
other floor as well as outside
entrances.
The above is only one of the many
ways I spent a boring day during
my holiday vacation.

Band members recruited
By Lauren WUlooghby
Staff writer
Mark Whitiock claims there are st
least 40 people on campus who
would love to play in a no-pressure
band, the university concert band.
Whitiock will be directing the con
cert bend this spring. A search is on
for anyone interested in joining the
band, he said.
According to Whitiock, students
get "burned out" while performing
in high school bands due to the daily practice throughout the year.
"We want to stress this won't take

near the time it did in high school,"
he said.
Whitiock added the concert band
is a no-pressure band. He said there
are no auditions and you do not
have to be a musk major.
"The idea is to have a good rehear
sal, a good musical experience." he
said.
Whitiock said a chemistry major
would not be interested in sitting
through a stressful band rehearsal.
"It is non-pressured."
He said the department will check
out instruments to those wishing to

play but don't own an instrument.
The stock room baa tubas, clarinets.
trombones, oboes, French horns snd
most other instruments needed.
For additional practice time a student can reserve s practice room and
keep their materials in an issued
locker nearby.
The class meets three times weekly for an hour.
According to Whitiock there are
usually not enough students signing
up for the band. "We can always use
more people."
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NA KELLY'S
RESTAURANT
2 eggs, bacon or sausage,
biscuit & gravy or toast

$1.50

Special On Roses
BUFFET FROM 9-4

630 Big Hill Ave.

624-0198

Richmond, Kentucky

'We Have Carry Out"

428 North 3rd St. 623-3342

Call for your
free make-over
appointment today!

THRIFT/ DUTCHMAN /Hfe'MOT
24 HOUR TANNING CENTER
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VPo» *••*♦ T° Holiday Inn

-TOP

Single Visits and Packages
of 5, 10, and 13 available

CLEARANCE
SALE
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230 Eastern By-Pass
Richmond, KY
(806) 623-8813
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152 Killarney Lane- Room 10
Behind Holiday Inn
9:00-1:00 Sat.
9:00-5:30 Mon.-Fri.
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MANY OTHERS!
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Special:
SINGERS • DANCERS • INSTRUMENTALISTS
TECHNICIANS • VARIETY PERFORMERS

Girls:

Guys:

Kings Productions, the world's #1 producer of
live entertainment, is holding auditions (or the
spectacular 1987 season at KINGS ISLAND.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pay is good and jobs are plenty (we'll even
provide one round trip airfare if you're hired to
work at o park over 250 miles from your home).
Make your audition a show we can't do without!

Give us your best at

623-2300
Tanning Special
11 visits for $25

must present
student i.d.

HAIR
ON

MANE

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Wednesday, January 21
University of Louisville, South Recital Mall. Music Building
Singers 5 - 6 PM; Dancers 7 - 8 PM
Instrumentalists, Specially Acts, & Technicians: 5 - 8 PM
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Saturday, January 24, Sunday, January 25
Kings Island; American Heritoge Music Hall
Singers 11 AM -1 PM; Dancers: 2 - 3 PM
Instrumentalists, Specialty Acts, & Technicians 11 AM - 3 PM

WELCOME BACK
EKU STUDENTS!

*
*

from
Ernie, Joe & Big 00

ERNIE'S LIQUOR EMPORIUM
Main Street

*
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Sports
Colonels upset Hilltoppers
By Mike Manee
Sporta editor
He wasn't suppoaed to do that.
The average baaketballfan will
quickly t«U you that 6-6 for
wards, as a rule, do not shoot
17-foot jump shots.
Especially
not with the
score tied and
four seconds
to play.
But
Ben
PhiUipa did,
and he drilled it to give the Col
onela a 68-66 win over archrival
Western Kentucky Jan. 7.
The Colonels' win made the
6,100 fans at Alumni Coliseum
and a lot of other people sit up
and take notice.
They noticed when Western
shot just 44 percent from the
field in the game.
They noticed when Antonio
Parria racked up 18 points, and
when Jeff McGill scored 17. hitting five three-point goals in the
process.
Most importantly they noticed
when a natural forward, who was
playing junior collage ball in
Arkansas this time last year,
calmly sank a jumper from the
top of the key to clinch his team's
sixth win in 10 games.
Western's James McNary had
tied the game at 66-66 with 18
seconds left, and the Colonels
elected to go for the winning shot
without a timeout.
They wanted the ball in the
hands of McGill, but he was
covered
"I saw Jeff was in trouble so
I went to the top," Phillips said.
"It felt good when I let go."
After a timeout, a long
Western pass was deflected and
left Ray Swogger with a hurried
jumper from the right side. No
good
"We got exactly what we
wanted" Western Coach Murray
Arnold later said
Colonels' Coach Max Good admitted Phillips has uaed better
shot selection.
"He shot that last shot out of
his range," Good said "But be
did the right thing."

Men upset
Miami on road

The Colonels fell behind 5-0 in
the early going, then battled
back for four first-half ties, and
later, a 36-28 lead at the break.
But 12 unanswered points
gave the Hilltoppers a 50-44 lead
with 10:22 remaining.
The Colonels war* bald
•corasaaa for a stretch of

By Mike Mi
Sporta editor
While most students were enjoying a holiday break with their
families, the university's men's
basketball team waa hard at work.
The Colonels took the floor five
times during finals week and the
Christmas recess, winning in two of
those starts.
The team also witnessed the
departure of sophomore forward
Mario Pearson, who transferred to
Wayne State University in Detroit,
his hometown.
Pearson played in the Colonels'
first nine games this season, averaging 4.6 points and 4.7 rebounds per
game.
Following is a brief recap of the
Colonels' games since Dec. 13.
Detailed accounts of their upset win
over Western Kentucky and the
Ohio Valley Conference opener
against Akron can be found
elsewhere in this section.

worked the fci i iMa i to take the
lead.
The Colonels, now 8-4, fought
back for three successive onepoint leads, largely because Bobby Collins hit eight straight free
throws, then fell behind by four
again.
Collins went to the line eight
times in a lees than five minutes.
His eighth free throw gave the
Colonels took a 58-67 lead.
Collins waa taking the ball into the lane to take the heat off
Parris. He said it was no sweat
for him.
"I'm used to playing against
big men," he said "I just tried
to take control.'
And the free throws?
"There's no pressure. I just
concentrated," be said.
Western continued to foul. Parria bit two shots to put the Colonels up 63-62. McNary scored,
then McGill canned a pair and
the Colonels led 65-64. Nelson
Davie added one.
Then came the last act of this
play and that strange, but effective, plot twist.
"It's the biggest in my career,"
Phillips said of the game. Other
Colonels shared the same
feelings.
In the other locker room, Arnold had few regrets.
"I was very pleased with our
effort in the second half," he said
"It was just a classic basketball
game."
The Hilltoppers, who are now
14-4, created problems for the
Colonels with a stingy press
defense and their frontcourt
lineup of Tellis Prank, Kannard
Johnson and Clarence Martin,
who combined for 42 points and
24 rebounds.
Good said that frontline is "as
good as any in college basket-

Progress photo/Rob Carr

Antonio Parris shoots over Western defenders.
"They kept knocking us down,
but we kept our composure. I
tried to hold my ground" Davie
said "This is the biggest team
I've played against."
Good said his team needed
such a baptism by fire.
"You only find out how good
you are against really good people," he stated.

ball"
Sometimes it appeared as if the
players were moving through a
pinball machine rather than the
free-throw lane.
"They do an awful lot of bumping with their cheats. They can
knock you off balance very easily," Good said "That's good
coaching."

Dec. 16 at Richmond
Auburn 97, EKU 82
A near-capacity crowd of 6,200
turned out for this game, primarily
to see the Tigers, ranked sixth in the
nation at that time.
But the Colonels seemed intent on
stealing the limelight. Bobby Collins' rebound basket with 9:43 left
in the half gave the Colonels a 30-22

Dec. 19 at Daytona Beach, Fla.
Stetson 88, EKU 68
Forward Randy Anderson poured
in 32 points as the Hatters routed
the Colonels in the first round of the
Hawaiian Tropic Classic.
The Colonels surged out to a 23-12
lead eight minutes into the game,
but were overtaken midway
through the second half.
The Colonels were 2-for-16 in
three-point attempts.
Colonel leaders: Lewis Spence, 16
points; Pearson, 20 rebounds;
Tyrone Howard, 14 points, 11
rebounds.
Dec. 20 at Daytosa Beach. Fla.
LaSalle 98, EKU 83
LaSalle took control of the consolation game early, charging to a
16-point harftime lead in a game in
which the Colonels never really
contended.
The Explorers were led by guard
Tim Legler, who scored 32 points,
and two forwards with over 20
points each
Colonel leaders: McGill. 20 points.
Dee. 29 at A ugaata, Ga.
EKU 82, Augusta College 75
Holding on to a 48-38 halftime
edge, the Colonels went on to their
first win of a streak that still stands.
Though they shot omy 43 percent
from the field, compared to 59 percent for the Jaguars, the Colonels
were 7-for-7 from three-point range.
Colonel leaders: McGflL 22 points;
Randolph Taylor, 16 points and 12
rebounds.

Little Caesars Pizza

THREE PIECE CHICKEN DINNER $2.79
Three pieces chicken (mixed), individual order of mashed
potatoes, cole slaw and 1 buttermilk biscuit Ask for #9.
Oiler e.pires February 28 198'
Not vslxl wilh any othei oiler or discount

Dec. 13 at Oxford, Ohio
EKU 83, Miami 82 (OD
The Colonels needed an overtime
period to upset the Redskins on the
road and claim their fourth win of
the season.
Miami held a 13-point lead at the
half, but the Colonels battled back
in the second half.
A three-point goal by Junior Curtis with 1 second remaining in
regulation tied the game at 72-72.
In the extra period, Antonio Parris scored all 11 Colonel points, including three three-pointers and the
game-winning shot, a 14-foot
jumper with 6 seconds to play.
Colonel leaders: Curtis, 26 points;
Parris, 15 points; Jeff McGill, 13
points and 10 assists.

lead their longest of the game. They
led 48-47 at the half.
A slower tempo allowed Auburn
to pull away in the second half. A
Frank Ford jumper gave the Tigers
a lead at the start of the half, and
they were never headed
Auburn's powerful frontcourt provided most of the scoring. Center
Jeff Moore ted with 32 points, and
forward Chris Morris followed with
25.
That threesome also combined for
36 rebounds.
Colonel leaders: Parris. 34 points.
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.————————COUPON—-————"———

TWO PIECE CHICKEN DINNER $2.39
Two pieces chicken (mixed), individual order of mashed
potatoes, cole slaw and 1 buttermilk biscuit. Ask for #10

Buy One PIZZA
Get one FREE!

Ofter e.pires February 28 1987
Not valid with any other otter or discount

"COUPON——

Buy any size Original Round Pizza at Regular Pric
and get the Identical Pizza FREE with coupon

LITE LUNCH DELITE! CHICKEN SNACK $1.49
Two pieces chicken (mixed), and 1 buttermilk biscuit
Ask for #11.
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Otter eipires February 28 1987
Not valid with any other otter or discount

FREE

• COUPON-

Buy dtiy size Ordinal Round
pizza at resular price, set
identical mzza FREE!

TWELVE PIECE FAMILY MEAL $10.99
Feeds 5-6. Includes 12 pieces chicken (mixed). 2 pints
salads—your choice, and 6 buttermilk biscuits
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Otter e.pires February 28 1987
Not valid with any other otter or discount
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COUNTRY CHICKIN
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TWO SMALL PIZZAS
"with everything" 10 toppings for onl 1

i PROFESSIONAL SALON
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Our Welcome Back Specials
H
ALL HAIR CARE
$2 Off

New 1987 Wolf Tanning
System Special

B

10 Visits for $20

N
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(fbMm&mmB&m
TWO LARGE PIZZAS
*with everything" 10 toppings for only

11

regular $30
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Teresa Reams
Regina Mundy
Francette Durbin
Danette Wells

623-6118

Farm Bureau Bldg.
Lexington Rd. & Pin Oak
Richmond, Ky 40475

539 Mahaffey Drive
(behind TacoTico)

623-0771
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Lady Colonels
build streak

Women
comeback win
•

By Mike Mim,
SporU editor
Monday was George Cox's lucky
day.
His 7-year-old daughter brought
home straight A's on her report
card, his wife got a job, and most
notably the Lady Colonels' head
coach saw his team defeat
Youngstown State 81-80.
With the win,
the Lady Colonels improved to
6-8 overall and
1-1 in the Ohio
Valley
Conference.
More impressive, perhaps, than
the win itself was the means by
which it came.
It came, though the Lady Colonels trailed by 19 points at
halftime and were given up for dead
by most of the 100 or so fans at
Alumni Coliseum.
They played the part in the first
half, as they shot just 36 percent
from the field. Meanwhile, the
Penguins took whatever they
wanted on offense.
Youngstown shot 66 percent in
the first half, hitting from the left
side, the right side, inside and just
about "anyplace they wanted to
shoot it," according to Cox.
'They were taking our game away
from us." said Carls Coffey, the
Lady Colonels' leading scorer with
29 points.
But in the second half. Cox
elected to go to a straight man-toman defense. As a result, the
Penguins went stone cold, hitting
six of their 26 second-half shots.
The work of the Lady Colonels'
defense inspired the offense, for it
looked nothing like the one that left
the floor trailing 66-36 at the half.
Trailing 61-44 with 14:61 to play,
the Lady Colonels kicked off a 26-8
scoring run that ended with 6:28 remaining when Kathy Branch's
layup tied the game at 69-69.
The Lady Colonels built a sixpoint lead at 81-75 with 1:26 to play,
but the Penguins closed the gap
with late free throws.
Cox noted two players who were
instrumental in the team's

•

comeback.
"I don't think anybody could
question the contribution of Van
Marshal or Kathy Branch," he said
M arshel. still recovering from the
flu, played a gutsy second half, sinking a three-pointer at one point just
before she nearly roll speed on the
bench.
"I gave it my all, but I gave it too
quick,'' Marsbel said. "I really
thought I was going to die."
Branch, meanwhile, was good for
13 points and 10 rebounds. She wss
7-for-10 at the free-throw line, with
five of those free throws coming in
crunch time, the final two and a half
minutes.
Karen Carrico said the players
realised at halftime they had to do
something to avoid being embarrassed by the Penguins
"We said. There's no way they're
going to beat us Hks this,' " she said
"We knew it was within ourselves
to do it."
"We should have never let them
back into the baUgame. We gave one
away tonight," Penguins' Coach Ed
Digregorio said. "We're in a habit
of giving them away."
Youngstown opened the season
with five straight wins. They are
now 6-7.
• ••
The Lady Colonels' bench
resembled a hospital zone Saturday
as they dropped a 91-70 decision to
Akron in their Ohio Valley Conference opener.

By Mike
The woman's nisksthsll team saw
iu fortunes take a turn for the bet
tar during the holiday Bias on with
three wins in a row before the Ohio
Valley Conference schedule began.
But they most rranplets the
season without sophomats point
guard Tina Reece, who will redahirt
this season after ramjuring her knee
in the Dec 9 gams with Kentucky
Reece suffered a knee injury while
playing aoftball in the off as—on.
Following is a recap of games
played since Dec 12. A closer look
at the Lady Colonels' OVC opener
against Akron may be found
elsewhere in this section.

Proor—a photo/Rodney Ross

Tracy Korbutt drives past the Akron defense.
As a result of various injuries and
other events, there were only eight
players in uniform. And not all of
them were entirely healthy.
Akron, leading by 10 at the half,
annihilated the Lady Colonels with
a powerful inside game that accounted for 68 point*

Meanwhile, the Lady Colonels' offense went dead. They shot a
lethargic 30 percent from the field
against the Lady Zips.
Korbutt led the team with 18
points. The Lady Zips were led by
forward Pam Arnold, who had 17
points and 16 rebounds.

Dec 12 at Richmond
EKU 86, Aahland College 76
A peaky Eagles team shot 61 percent in the first half to stay even at
40-40.
But the Lady Colonels went ahead
early in the second half as Aahland's
shooting dropped to 31 percent.
Lady Colonel leaders: Sonars
Miller, 24 points, 10 rebounds and
six assists; Rebecca Cheenut, 16
points and six assists; Carla Coffey.
16 points.
Dec 19 at Deland. Fla.
Stetson 79, EKU 77
Despite double-figure scoring
from three players, the Lady Colonels dropped s two-point decision
in the first round of the Lady Hat-

Men top Zips in conference opener
By Mike Feeback
Staff writer
The university's man's basketball
team began Ohio Valley Conference
play by trouncing Akron 82-61
Saturday in Alumni Coliseum.
The Colonels sent the defending
league champs, now 10-3, limping
home on the strength of guard Antonio Parris' team-high 22 points.
Guard Jeff McGill added 20
points for the Colonels.
"They're a very good team," said
Coach Max Good. "We've beaten

them by 20 points the last two
games, and for the life of me. I don't
know how."
The Colonels never trailed in the
contest, jumping out to a 13-4 lead
only three minutes into the game.
In the second half, the Zips drew
within three points at the 16:32
mark, but the Colonels surged by
nine within three minutes.
"You can't beat a good church
league team if you stand there and
let them shoot," Zips' Coach Bob
Muggins said.

But the difference in the game
w— free throw shooting. The Colonels hit 21 of 32 free throws, while
Akron made two of nine shots.
The Colonels also cams up with
big plays when they needed them.
"Ben Phillips made some key rebounds in the second half," said
Good. "I think our defensive rebounding in the second half was the
key."
"We had to adjust in the second
half," said Phillips. "I was playing
too high in the rone and the coaches

^*\

adjusted us, playing me lower."
Phillips put in 10 points and
finished with nine rebounds. Spence
scored nine and had four assists.
Nelson Davis had nine points and
eight rebounds for the Colonels.
• • •
The Colonels held off a late rally
by Youngstown State to defeat the
Penguins 69-66 Monday and improve to 8-4 overall and 2-0 in the
OVC.
Parris led the Colonels with 19
points and McGill added 16.

ter Classic
Lady Colonel leaders: Tracy Korbutt, 22 points and 12 rebounds:
Coffey. 17 poinU; Kathy Branch, 10
rebounds.
Dec 20 at Delaad, Fla.
Bowtsjeestira 1 ndajaai 77. EKU 71
Korbutt racked up 31 points. 21
of them on free throws, and 17 rebounds, but it w— not enough to
stop the Ragin' Cajuna in the consolation game at Stetson.
Trailing 70-64 with eight minutes
to play, the Lady Colonels want on
s 16-1 ■'•"■fag run to pull to within
one point, but that was as close aa
they came to USL
Other Lady Colonel leaders: Coffey, 26 points and 16 rebounds.
Dec 30 at Richmond
EKU Ml. Plttabargh 93
The Lady Colonels sat an NCAA
record for free throws attempted,
shooting 68 as they topped the Lady
Panthers.
They hit 39 of the charity at-:
tempts for a 57 percent success rateLady Colonel leaders: Korbutt, SO
points and 13 rebounds: Coffey, 24
points; Miller, 21 points.

•

Jan. 2 at Richmond
EKU 89, East Teaaesa— 86 .
The Lady Colonels overcame a
48-37 halftime deficit and took the
lead with 7:66 to play, then held off
a late ETSU run.
Lady Colonel leaders: Coffey. 27
points and 11 rebounds; Korbutt, 21
points and 12 rebounds; Millar,
seven assists.
Jan. 7 at Richmond
EKU 78, Dayton 76 KIT)
Led by Coffey's 27 points, the
Lady Colonels posted their fourth
win of the season, despite shooting
36 percent from the field.
The Lady Flyers overcame a sixpoint deficit and tied the game at
66-66 with 2:09 remaining.
Coffey's basket with 1:05 left in
overtime gave her team a 74-73 lead.
and free throws by Branch and
Karen Carrico iced the game
Lady Colonel leaders: Korbutt. 18
points.

Guess who's playing doctor?

O'Riley's
Pub
RichaidPryor
lain

98

Night
every Friday
at O'Riley's Pub
with Wally Walker

A comedy of epidemic proportions.

98c Specials

PARAMOUNT PR7TURES PRESENTS
A TED FIELD-ROBERT CORT PRODUCTION CRITICAL COffitTlH fcSBOB LARSON
"wDENISHAMILLfir JOHN HAMDl^AIANSWfER^DENBHAMILLff JOHN HAMILL
-5 TED FIELD-ROBERT CORT ^aOCHAELAPTED A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

STARTS JANUARY 16 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

Wednesday is LADIES NIGHT!
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Writer back
in routine

Title
hopes
killed
By Mike Ma
Sparta editor
As cloee as it seemed to the Colonels just a week earlier, a national
football championship was never
further away than at the end of a
briak December afternoon in
Jooesboro, Ark.
The Colonels bowed out of the
NCAA Division I-AA playoffs after
a 24-10 loss in the semifinal round
Dec. 13 at Arkansas State.
ASU went to Tacoma, Wash, and
the national rham|wflwfrl^jp game
(where they lost to Georgia
Southern), and the Colonels went
home for the holidays with a 10-3-1
record and a boatload of "what ifs."
Mike Whitaker passed for 190
yards for the Colonels, but they
could not control the ASU wishbone
offense, which produced 229 yards
rushing.
Richard Kimble led the Indians'
rushers, compiling 95 yards in 23
carries.
Meanwhile, the Colonels rushed
for only 118 yards, led by James
Crawford's 60 yards in 16 carries.
The opening scenes of the game at
ASU's Indian Stadium provided a
sample of nightmares to come.
Seven months worth of nightmares.
All-American linebacker Fred
Harvey recovered a fumble on the
opening kickoff at the ASU 9-yard
line, but the Colonels couldn't find
the end zone.

Progress photo/Chris Nibtock

Fullback Vic Parks is corraled by Arkansas State tacklers.
Dale Dawson came on to attempt
a 24-yard field goal, which he
missed.
At the end of ASU's next possession, Eugene Banks blocked a punt
and the Colonels took over at the Indians' 31-yard line. But they ran
four plays, lost 8 yards and punted.
With 2:14 left in the period, Indian quarterback Dwane Brown
scored on a 1-yard run to put ASU
up 7-0.
Just after the second quarter
began, Dawson missed another field
goal attempt, this time from 47
yards. It was his sixth miss in three
playoff games.
After an exchange of punts, ASU
scored with 3:36 left in the half on
a 19-yard run by Brown.
Quarterback Mike Whitaker. who
threw for 190 yards, tossed one of

four interceptions on the first play
after the score, and it looked as if
ASU would score again before the
half.
But Myron Guyton recovered a
fumble for the Colonels two plays
later that set up an 18-yard scoring
pass from Whitaker to Frank Davis,
the Colonels' only touchdown.
At the half, ASU's Brown had not
completed a pass, but the Indians
had 162 yards on the ground and led
14-7.
Brown's first completion came
with 13:01 to play in the third
quarter, when he hit James Wsldrop
with a 7-yard scoring pass.
The Colonels struck back with a
23-yard field goal by Dawson at the
third quarter's 4:44 mark.
Still they missed opportunities.
The Colonels were stopped four

times in Indian territory in the second half.
Scott Roper's 36-yard field goal
with 4:24 remaining officially iced
the game for ASU, but it was over
for the Colonels before it really got
started.
Whitaker was intercepted on the
Colonels' last two drives, once at the
ASU 8-yard line and once at the 32.
And the party in Tacoma went on
without them.
• • •
There were also problems off the
field Two (Colonels were declared ineligible for the game against ASU
after they tested positive for steroid
use in NCAA drug tests conducted
after the Dec. 6 playoff game at
Eastern Illinois.
The university did not release the
names of the players.

Swimmers open year at Tennessee
By Mike Mi
Sports editor
After canceling December's EKU
Invitational, the university's swim
teams had to wait almost a month
before opening their seasons on the
road.
The men's team got things underway with a Jan. 3 trip to the Tennessee Relays, an annual meet for
the Electrifying Eels.
The Eels finished seventh among
17 teams in the meet at Knoxville,
Tenn.
Coach Dan Lichty said although
there were some teams in the meet
that easily outmanned the Eels,
there were also some teams, such as
Western Kentucky and Louisville,

that they could have competed with
"I was disappointed that we got
touched out in a couple of relays
where we should've scored some
points," he said.
Chuck Miller was picked by his
teammates as the outstanding Eel
in the meet.
A meet with Tennessee and Furman scheduled for last Saturday at
Knoxville was canceled, so the Eels
quickly scheduled a dual meet with
Centre College, held Friday at
Combs Nstatorium.
In that meet, the women won
handily, 86-62, while the men won
84-74.
Eel Janice Dagen took the
200-yard freestyle in 2 minutes, 9.46

seconds and the 100 breaststroke in
1:16.70 to become the Eels' only
winner of two or more events.
In the men's 200 freestyle, Mike
Ramsdell won in 1:67.69, edging
teammate Daren Ridenour by .3
seconds.
Lichty said there were several
"good swims" in the meet.
He said many younger swimmers
who are still adjusting to the program are improving their times
because of different coaching techniques and a greater number of
workouts than they had in high
school.
"Every lime they get in the water,
they're swimming faster because
they never had this kind of work,"

Lichty said.
He said these younger swimmers
are beginning to get the attention of
the teams' "old-timers" by putting
pressure on them.
This week the men's team returns
to Knoxville for a dual meet with
Tennessee, ranked 13th in the
nation.
Lichty said the Volunteers would
provide the " stiffest competition of
the year" for the Eels. He said
although he doesn't expect to win
the meet, he hopes for good individual performances from his
athletes.
"There's a few events where we
can swim right there with them," he
said.

Aw, Mom. Just five more
minutes, huh?
No, wait. Where am I? Who are
these people. You're not my mother,
and this certainly doesn't look like
home.
What's that? You say this is a
newspaper? I work here? Don't kid
me.
To be perfectly honest, I don't
want to be here right now. And I
don't think you do, either.
Were it up to me, we would all be
vacationing in the sunny South until the spring thaw. Or home in bed.
But the vacation's over. Now,
let's take a quick glance at a few recent items of information that are
interesting, unusual or outrageous.
Such as:
•• •
Two classic examples of a lack of
perspective in sports, one of my
favorite sermons, appeared recently.
First, after Alabama football
coach Ray Perkins left for a National Football League job, former
Georgia Tech coach Bill Curry was
hired to lead the tide.
Curry had a losing record at
Georgia Tech, and be has no past
connections with Alabama football.
Upon learning these facts, certain
Crimson Tide "fans" called the
home of university President Dr.
Joab Thomas, verbally abusing
members of his family and threatening his life.
• • •
Meanwhile, somewhere in the
basketball-crazy state of Indiana.
CBS-TV came to town to do a story,
which aired Saturday, on a high
school basketball whiz kid.
Nothing new here, you say. Promising college prospects are profiled all the time.
But this kid's only a freshman.
Uh-huh. He won't even enter college until the fall of 1990.
Yet only two days after the story
aired, I can't even remember his
name.
• • •
The state college basketball war
between Kentucky and Louisville
left U of L fans with very little to
say.
The Cardinals looked really bad,
while UK looked really good.
But were the Wildcats playing
above their heads? Georgia,
Alabama and Tennessee may think
so.
• * •
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Out in left field

Mike Marsee
Speaking of college hoops, the
game as we know it on this campus
is in the midst of a revival of sorts.
After upset wins over Western
Kentucky, called the best team in
the state early in the season (I
forget who said that) and Ohio
Valley Conference favorite Akron,
Colonel basketball is the talk of the
town.
As much as head coach Max Good
hates the three-point basket, which
he does, he has to admit that it
works for him.
The Colonels still lead all Division
I schools in three-pointers made per
game, and now they're ranking in
points per game as well.
We may have a serious conference
contender on our hands, but it's a
long season and a tough league.
Stay tuned.
• • •
And I have never seen a better
comeback win in three years of Lady
Colonel basketball than Monday,
when they overcame a 19-point
halftime deficit to defeat
Youngstown State.
At the time, I had no other word
but "incredible." I still don't have
much.
But it was quite a show of guts
and fighting spirit by the Lady Colonels, and it was just what the doctor ordered after Saturday's nasty
loss and a rash of injuries and
mishaps.
I wonder if you can cure the flu
with that?
• • •
Cheers to nose tackle Jim Burt of
the New York Giants. At the end of
Sunday's National Football League
playoff game, Burt took to the
stands.
He went to celebrate with the paying customers at Giants Stadium,
the dedicated fools who have held
season tickets through some really
bad years of Giants' football.
It appeared as though he realized
who pays his salary and keeps his
team in business. Nice touch.

Treat yourself to Arby's® all-natural breast
of chicken sandwich. Plump, tender
all-white-meat fillet topped with fresh,
crispy lettuce and creamy mayo served
on a toasted poppy seed roll. Ifyoud love
a sensational breast of chicken sandwich
bursting with warm,
juicy flavor...

Taste The Arby's Difference!

D >984ArOys Inc
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Chicken
Beef 4N Cheddar
I
Sandwich
Meal.
I
$1.49
^ |
$2.39
f\
Limit one coupon per person.
Limit one coupon per person
/
Not valid with other offers. Mas I Not valid with other offers. im
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